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EFFECT OF SOLAR ACTIVE PHENOMENA ON THE

ENVIRONMENT SPACE AND ITS FORECAST

V. N. Ishkov
*

Pushkov Institute of Terrestrial Magnetism, Ionosphere and Radio Wave Propagation, RAS

Investigations of active phenomena on the Sun in recent decades leave no

doubt that the state and all signi�cant short-term disturbations of environment

space are determined exclusively by solar �are events and regions in the

corona of the Sun with a magnetic �eld open to interplanetary space (coronal

holes). The interaction of new emerging magnetic �uxes with already existing

magnetic �elds leads to the occurrence of solar �ares (in active regions) and

solar �lament ejections (outside of them). Observation of the emergence of

new magnetic �uxes, assessment of their magnitude and the rate of ascent

allow us to predict solar �ares and �lament ejections and to estimate the degree

of their geo-e�ectiveness. The main agent that visualizes the propagation of

disturbances from solar �ares and �laments in the corona of the Sun and in

interplanetary space is the coronal mass ejections whose characteristics ideally

allow one to estimate the possible disturbances of the geomagnetic �eld, the

possible growth of charged particle �uxes of high energies in environment

space. For successful forecasting of geo-e�ective active phenomena on the

Sun and their consequences in environment space. It is necessary to know the

situation on the Sun for the last 3 days, taking into account the development

and characteristics of the current cycle and the epoch of solar activity.

PACS: code

Keywords: Active solar phenomena � Space weather � Forecast of solar activity

� Forecast of environment space

1. INTRODUCTION

The beginning of the space age has become a new step in the exploration of
the Earth in a broad sense, from its depths to the boundaries with the helio-
sphere, both ground-based instruments and those installed on board spacecraft.
The ever-increasing rates of space exploration put the problem of assessing and

* E-mail: ishkov@izmiran.ru
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forecasting solar activity (SA) in all its manifestations, as well as the state of the
space environment, both near the Earth (space weather) and in any given region
of the heliosphere.

In this paper, environment space is understood as the region starting from a
height of 50-60 km above the Earth and extending for a distance of tens of ter-
restrial radii to the boundaries with the heliosphere, in which its �lling substance
is still more connected with our planet, and not with the Sun or some other as-
tronomical body. It is clear that in this area we deal mainly with natural plasma.
The term "SPACE WEATHER" now refers to the state of the upper layers of the
Earth's atmosphere (mesosphere, thermosphere), magnetosphere, and ionosphere
- all layers of environment space. at any given time.

Currently, there has been a complete understanding that the Sun itself and
the active phenomena in its atmosphere have a major e�ect on environment space.

2. PHYSICAL AND OBSERVATIONAL PRINCIPLES OF SOLAR

ACTIVITY FORECAST

Solar activity is usually called the entire set of observed phenomena in the
solar atmosphere, causing changes in its radiation in di�erent ranges of electro-
magnetic waves and �uxes of particles of di�erent energies. These changes in the
optical range are manifested in a change in the number of di�erent solar struc-
tures and are not almost noticeable in the optical radiation range; the change in
the solar constant is ≤0.1%. However, in soft X-ray radiation, these changes are
manifested in the number of structures and in radiation: the di�erence between
the level of "background" radiation in the range 1-8Å (1-12.5 Kev) at the maxi-
mum and at the minimum of the SA exceeds two orders of magnitude (more than
100 times). The state of CA is characterized by observational indices, the longest
series has a relative number of sunspots (W). This index was �rst introduced by
R. Wol�, and it has been determined since 1849 (reliable series W1), when regular
observations of sunspots began to lead several observatories in Europe. In addi-
tion, Wolf restored the monthly averages of this index to 1749 (numbered series
W2) and the average annual to 1700, according to fragmentary data of individual
European observers. Modern researchers on the published data qualitatively ex-
tended this series until 1610 (Fig. 1). Almost all researchers used in their works
the series of W2, and many not taking into account their reliability. Therefore, in
[1] the series W1 and W2 were compared and their consistency was veri�ed. The
analysis showed that for time intervals (1749-2016) and (1849-2016) signi�cant
di�erences in the position and value of the fundamental harmonic and its spectral
width were revealed. In addition, comparison of the series implies a distinctive
character of the behavior of the main characteristics of the series in the interval
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Fig. 1. Reliable series (W1) of the relative sunspot numbers with the boundaries of

the structural epochs of lowered (1) and increased (2) SA with transitional cycles

between them; 2∗ - probable period of increased solar activity, including solar cycles

10 - 6. The �gure is converted from https://history.aip.org/climate/solar.htm

from 1749 to 1849, and an increase in the length of this series leads to a deteri-
oration in the resolution of some important spectral characteristics (usually vice
versa) and a signi�cant distortion of the "high-frequency" part of the spectrum
of the reconstructed series. All this raises the question of the correctness of using
the restored part of the series in most applications. In other words, to study the
e�ect of SA on various long-term processes, it is possible to use only a reliable
series of Wolf numbers (1849 - 2016) from the middle of the 9th and 24th cycles
of the SA. At the same time, as shown in [2], it is possible to conditionally in-
clude SCs 8 and 9 in the statistics of reliable solar cycles (SC), which adjoin to
reliable and non-contradictory characteristics of a reliable series of SCs, thereby
increasing statistics for up to 17 SA cycles.
A reliable series of Wolf numbers shows an amazing consistency in the main
manifestations of the development of individual 11- and 22-year-old SCs and the
structure of its cyclicality implies a periodic change of epochs "elevated" (SC
6,7,7,8,10,18-22) and "low" 12 - 16, 24 - and 4 subsequent) SA, each for �ve cy-
cles [3]. The principal di�erences in the characteristics and basic properties of SCs
of di�erent epochs of SA are determined by a di�erent range of changes in the val-
ues of the mean values of the total magnetic �eld of the sun, which is manifested
in the nature of the stain-forming activity, and hence in active phenomena on
the Sun and in the characteristics of the interplanetary magnetic �eld. Between
these epochs transitional periods are observed (SC 11, 23 and 17), during which
the nature of the stain-forming activity changes in about 15 years. The regimes
of generation of magnetic �elds in the spot-forming zone of the Sun, which leads
to changes in the general magnetic �eld of the Sun. In the summary Table 1
the basic numerical parameters of reliable SC of the corresponding epochs and
transitional periods are given.It should be noted that within the epochs of SA all
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observational rules for the development of the SA are ful�lled, such as the rule of
GNEVYSHEV-OHL, according to which every even cycle is lower than the subse-
quent odd one. In transition periods, these rules can be infringed which happened
in SC 22 and 23, which were quite unusual in their characteristics and, to some
extent, violated the current picture of the development of SC [4].These features
are completely explained by the transition period from the era of increased to
epoch of lowered SA [3]. The current 24 SC develops as a cycle of low magnitude,
whose �are activity is substantially lower than all previous SCs of the space age,
and opens the second epoch of the lowered SA. Based on the observational char-
acteristics of this epoch (Table 1) and the stability of the solar cyclicity scenario,
one can con�dently predict that the next 4 SCs will be medium and low cycles.

Solar studies of recent decades have left no doubt that extremely large �are
events and coronal holes (CHs) are completely determining the state of the envi-
ronment space by geo-e�ective phenomena on the Sun. We classify the class of
�are phenomena as:

- Solar �ares with the entire spectrum of dynamic manifestations of the motion
of matter and radiation in all ranges of the electromagnetic spectrum,

- Solar �lament ejections with all their attendant phenomena.
Solar �ares occur in active regions (AR) with groups of sunspots or without

them or represent the reaction of the solar atmosphere to a fast process of energy
release, which leads to a sharp local heating of all layers of the solar atmosphere,
the appearance of various types of dynamic phenomena accompanied by the gen-
eration of powerful electromagnetic radiation in a wide range of frequencies from
γ-quanta to kilometer radio waves and electron particle �uxes, protons, neutrons
and heavy nuclei.

Solar �laments are clouds dense and cooler than the surrounding medium,
plasma, which in the magnetic �eld of the solar atmosphere acquire the form of
long formations elongated along the line of separation of polarities. The majority
of �lament or �lament channels (the initial and, possibly, the �nal stage of the
evolution of �lament) select a neutral line along the entire surface of the Sun.
Since the ARs are always bipolar structures, they are either formed in the regions
on either side of the neutral line, or their formation entails a rearrangement of the
large-scale magnetic �eld, and the polarization line still appears inside the AR.

Accordingly, the �laments are almost always present in all ARs, when directly
in the form of a �laments, when in the form of a �laments channel, depending on
the complexity and magnitude of the magnetic �eld of the AR. Ejections of solar
�laments in the vast majority of cases occur outside the AR in small magnetic
�elds (<50 Gs') and with observations with a good resolution, starting with the
accelerating rise of the entire body of the �laments or a part of it, two emission
ribbons of reduced brightness rapidly form, stretching along the polarity, previ-
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Table 1. Solar cycles of reliable increased and lowered epochs and periods of solar ac-

tivity reorganization. T0 is the commencement of SC; W*m is the initial value of smoothed

Wolf numbers; TM is time of the SC maximum; WM* is the maximum value of smoothed

Wolf numbers; TY↑ is the duration of growth branch in terms of years; TY↓ is the duration

of decay branch in terms of years; TY is the SC duration in terms of years; T1m and T2m

are the duration of the minimum phase before and after this SC in terms of months; Spless

are the number of spotless days in the corresponding minimum phases; and
∑

are average

values over epochs. Reference solar cycles of transition periods are shown in bold

N T0 W ∗
m TM Te W ∗

M TY ↑ TY ↓ TY T1m T2m Spless

1.1. Solar cycles of a reliable epoch of increased SA

18 1944 II 7.7 1947 V 1954 III 151.8 3.2 7.0 10.2 33m 33m 444

19 1954 IV 3.4 1958 III 1964 IX 201.3 3.9 6.5 10.4 33m 38m 221

20 1964 X 9.6 1968 XI 1976 VI 110.6 4.1 7.8 11.8 38m 69m 269

21 1976 VI 12.2 1979 XII 1986VIII 164.5 3.5 6.8 10.2 69m 33m 273

22 1986 IX 12.3 1989 VII 1996 V 158.1 2.9 6.7 9.6 33m 40m 308

Σ 9.2 157.26 3.52 6.96 10.4441.2m 302

1.2. Solar cycles of a certain epochs of lowered SA

12 1878XII 2.2 1883XII 1890II 74.6 5.0 6.3 11.3 65m 59m 732

13 1890III 5.0 1894I 1901II 87.9 4.5 8.2 12.1 59m 77m 937

14 1902 I 2.6 1906II 1913VII 64.2 4.1 7.6 11.7 77m 59m 1045

15 1913VIII 1.5 1917VIII 1923VII 105.4 4.0 6.1 10.1 59m 48m 526

1671923VIII 5.6 1928IV 1933VIII 78.1 4.7 5.6 10.3 48m 54m 666

Σ 3.4 82.44 4.5 6.5 10.9 61m 781

24 2009 I 1.7 2014IV 2020V-IX 81.9 5.25 5.9 12 68m 59m

1.3. Solar cycles of reliable periods of SA reorganization

10 1855XII 3.2 1860 II 1867 II 97.9 4.17 7.25 11.42 38m 34m 402

11 1867III 5.2 1870VIII 1878 XI 140.5 3.42 8.50 11.92 34m 65m 1025

16 1923VIII 5.6 1928 IV 1933VIII 78.1 4.7 5.6 10.3 48m 54m 666

17 1933IX 3.4 1937 IV 1944 I 119.2 3.6 6.9 10.5 54m 33m 262

22 1986IX 12.3 1989 VII 1996 V 158.1 2.9 6.7 9.6 33m 40m 308

23 1996VI 8.0 2000 IV 2008 XII 120.7 3.8 8.9 12.7 40m 68m 821

ously denoted by a �lament, in which �are arched structures become visible in
tens of minutes - a typical picture of a two-ribbon �are, i.e. emissions of �laments
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outside the AR can be represented as �ares with a slow increase in intensity to a
maximum (> 1 hour) and a signi�cant decrease in intensity (> 3 hours). In AR,
large �ares are often accompanied by the ejection of �lament that either precede
the �are itself (rarely), or, if there is a complete series of observations of the �are
process, the �laments is ejected during the explosive phase of the �are.

Flare phenomena, as shown in [5], are a consequence of the interaction of
new emerging magnetic �uxes (EMF) with already existing magnetic �elds, both
in AR and outside them. The most successful attempt to classify the phenomenon
of EMF with respect to �are activity �rst made in the work of Golovko [6,7]. De-
pending on the magnitude and lifetime of the magnetic �ux, three evolutionary
branches of the population of the EMF on the Sun were identi�ed, and among
them, which is very important, the EMF with rapid evolution were identi�ed.
These studies allow us to consider the process of implementing large solar �ares
as an independent process within the overall development of the AR, which pro-
duces a environment space with rapid evolution. Limited in time, such a process
of emergence of a new magnetic �ux can accelerate the evolution of the AR, but,
in general, such an in�uence can be considered insigni�cant, since AR continues
to exist due to internal evolutionary changes associated with the parent magnetic
�ux.

In the general case, the AR phenomenon itself should be considered as the
appearance and development of one or several close EMFs (∼ 1013 Wb), simulta-
neously or successively emerging into the solar atmosphere with a low (evolution-
ary) rate of ascent (1.7 ·1012 Wb / day by estimation [7]), which develops from
the appearance of the �rst signs of the �occula, through the stage of formation,
development and decay of the sunspot group until the �occula completely disap-
pears.All phases of AR development can occur the emergence of new magnetic
�uxes whose magnetic �eld interacting with the magnetic �eld of the AR, always
causes an increase in �are activity proportional to the amount of energy that has
been supplied with the new EMF, which opens a new direction in approaches to
forecasting large solar �ares [5].

From the observations of the EMF, one can summarize the signs, after which
increase in �are activity is observed:

- For large solar �ares, it is necessary that the new FMF be large enough (>
1013 Wb) and the speed of its ascent should be at least 5 · 1012 Wb / day;

- large solar �ares appear 1 to 2 days after the detection of EMF within the
AR, which is true for the epoch of increased SA and transition period SC 23,
when these studies were carried out, however, in 24 SC, in the epoch of lowered
SA, this time interval was only 1 ± 0.5 days [3];

- Flares of large and medium class in the AR are grouped together in a series,
processions [5, 8], which occur in a limited time interval and, importantly, are

9
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genetically related to one EMF.
The interval of time for which the main share of �ares of large and medium

class is carried out in the AR is the period of �are energy release. Depending
on the degree of development of the AR, the characteristics of its magnetic �eld,
the magnitude, structure and rate of ascent of the new EMF, this period may
take on average 55±30 hours or 16% of time of the AR passage along the visible
disk of the Sun, [5]. The rapid growth of the area of the sunspot groups, their
number, the rapid complication of the magnetic and spatial structure of the AR,
a signi�cant increase in the background values of the �uxes of soft X-ray radiation
and radio �ux are the main signs of the emergence of a new EMF. These signs
allow us to forecast the period of �are energy release in a day or two before the
realization of large solar �ares.

The coronal holes are extended regions in the corona of the Sun with reduced
density and temperature, characterized by a radiation de�cit in some spectral
lines of the extreme UV, X-ray and microwave ranges with a magnetic �eld that
is open to interplanetary space. A large CH usually has 3 to 8 solar rotations,
practically without changing its position. However, its visible boundaries can be
shifted to 20◦/day, changing its dimensions or shifting it as a whole [9]. Geo-
e�ective are CHs in the range of heliosphere N30◦ � S30◦, the extent of ≥ 10◦ in
heliosphere, the area ≥ 5000 thousandths of the visible hemisphere [10], and local-
ized in enhanced background magnetic �elds. The solar plasma is not supported
by magnetic forces and easily enters the interplanetary space, creating high-speed
streams of the solar wind with typical velocities of 500-700 km s−1 with increased
interplanetary magnetic �eld, density and temperature.

When passing through such a high-speed stream, the Earth's magnetosphere
interacts with it, responding to geomagnetic disturbance. CHs are the most
long-lived geo-e�ective phenomena on the Sun are sources of recurrent magnetic
storms. Particular attention should be paid to the role of CH as ampli�ers of
geo-e�ectiveness of solar �are phenomena. The presence of a coronal hole near
the AR or the location of the solar �lament ejections sharply increases their geo-
e�ectiveness, and expands the range of their localization. An example is the event
on 14.04.1994, when the release of a high-latitude (S50◦) �lament located under
a large CH led to a complete rearrangement of the magnetic structures of the
southern hemisphere of the Sun and to a large magnetic storm of 17.IV.1994 [11].

3. THE EFFECT OF SOLAR ACTIVE PHENOMENA ON THE

ENVIRONMENT SPACE (SPACE WEATHER)

Electromagnetic in�uences from �are events appear almost at the moment
of the development of the process, while corpuscular and plasma disturbances

10
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through the solar wind, propagating in the heliosphere, a�ect the magnetospheres
of planets, their satellites and comets, causing signi�cant deviations from the
background, and quite state in almost all layers of their atmospheres.

The agents transmitting these disturbances from the Sun through the helio-
sphere and directly a�ecting the environment space are:

- Coronal mass ejection (CME), which are the result of active explosive and
evolutionary processes in �ares and �lament ejections; observations and charac-
teristics of CME make it possible to determine the direction of motion of the
disturbances in the interplanetary space and to assess the possibility of its arrival
in the CH;

- high-speed streams of solar plasma following the shock wave from large �are
events or expiring from areas with an open magnetic �eld con�guration - CH.

Disturbances from a large �are event can represented in three stages of im-
pact [http://swpc.noaa.gov/NOAAscales], which are realised consistently in the
environment space. First, at the time of the development of a geo-e�ective solar
�are, the environment space is irradiated with a �ux of electromagnetic radia-
tion (R-electromagnetic shock). Then, after a time interval of a few minutes to
10 hours depending on the energy, the environment space receives the streams
of solar charged particles (S is the corpuscular impact - the solar proton event),
and �nally, after 17-96 hours, density and temperature (G - plasma shock), caus-
ing disturbances in the geomagnetic �eld - magnetic storms. Note that the solar
�lament ejections and CHs cause only magnetic disturbances in CH.

According to this classi�cation, a �ve-point scale for assessing the intensity of
each of the impacts and their number in the environment space is introduced. It
should be noted that this disturbance scale in the environment space was intro-
duced in end of the last century and, accordingly, took into account the number
of events of each class of disturbance only for the epoch of increased SA, i.e. for
solar cycles of 20 - 22. Over the years, it became clear that the 23 cycle was
transitional between the epochs of increased and lowered SA, and 24 cycle was
the �rst solar cycle of the latter.

Therefore, we introduced observational data on the number of events for the
respective epochs using the new data: for the transitional period of 23 SC prelimi-
nary results of studies of solar and geomagnetic disturbances in SC 17 (transitional
between epochs of increased and lowered SA), and for the epoch of lowered SA
by SC 24 �the preliminary results of studies of geomagnetic disturbances of the
�rst epoch SA (SC 12-16), according to the data of the geomagnetic Aa-index
and observations of the arrival of interplanetary shock waves from the recording
of sudden impulses of the geomagnetic �eld SI and the sudden onset of magnetic
storms (SSC), according to observations of the network that was already operating
at that time geomagnetic stations [12].

11
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Electromagnetic shock (R) - occurs at the time of the development of the
solar �are, during which in the short-wave ranges of electromagnetic radiation the
�ux rises by several orders of magnitude relative to the background values. For ex-
ample, in the soft X-ray band 1-8 Å (12.5-1 keV), the increase in the �ux can reach
four orders of magnitude. As a result of this action, sudden ionospheric distur-
bance develop in the ionosphere immediately at the time of the �are development
(the characteristic time of onset of the disturbance development - minutes after
the onset of the �are), causing a complete radio silence in the high-frequency band
on the illuminated side of the Earth, which lasts for several hours, disrupting the
radio communication on the illuminated side planet Fig. 2. In the low-frequency
range, errors in GPS navigation systems for determining the positions of terres-
trial objects and satellites increase and accumulate over many hours. The number
of events varies from R1 for X-ray �ares of M1 class (up to 2000 events per cycle
in the epoch of increased SA and up to 800 - in the epoch of lowered), to R5 for
the most powerful �ares, whose X-ray score is ≥17.5 (∼ 1 - 2 events for the solar
cycle in the epoch of the increased SA, there is a high probability there are no
events in the era of the lowered and ≥ 3 events in the transition period).
Corpuscular shock - the arrival in the environment space of solar high-energy

Fig. 2. Practically complete radio silence (oval) in the range 10-30 MHz during a large

solar �are X9.3 / 2B on September 6, 2017 due to a sudden ionospheric disturbance

(http//:www.spaceweather.com)

particles (protons, electrons, neutrons), which cause solar proton events (SPE).
The invasions of high-energy solar particles (Epr> 10 MeV) Fig. 3 signi�cantly
increase the level of radiation hazard for astronauts, crews and passengers of
high-altitude aircraft at high latitudes, lead to satellite losses and the failure of
scienti�c and navigation equipment on space objects, interrupt the implementa-

12
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tion of short-wave communication in the circumpolar regions and contribute to a
sharp increase in errors in navigation systems. This leads to serious di�culties in
determining the coordinates of terrestrial and cosmic objects. The characteristic
time for the onset of SPE relative to the beginning of a proton �are is a clock,
although particles with GeV energies arrive to Earth a few minutes after the in-
jection time in �ares. The number of events varies for S1 to ∼ 50 - 40 events
per cycle, and for S4 ∼ one for the increased SA epoch and up to �ve in the
transitional period for the solar cycle.

Fig. 3. The �ux of solar high-energy protons in September 2017, from large solar

�ares in one active region according to the geostationary space observatory GOES-11

(Http//:www. swpc.noaa.gov).

Plasma shock - interplanetary shock waves and the subsequent �uxes of so-
lar plasma of increased density and velocity (interplanetary ejections of the CME,
high-speed solar wind streams) cause magnetic and ionospheric disturbances in
the environment space. The disturbances of the geomagnetic �eld of the Earth
(Fig. 4), whose intensity exceeds the threshold of magnetic storms, G1, in which
at least one three-hour Kp-index has reached a value of 5, there are at least 1700
events for the solar cycle of the increased and 700 lowered, and events of intensity
G5 (Kp = 9) are observed on the average 1 to 5 times for the solar cycle of any
epoch. It should be borne in mind that this class estimates the intensity of the
geomagnetic disturbance - it is entirely possible to imagine a situation where the
geomagnetic disturbance has a class of G1 or G2, but there is actually no magnetic
storm and the average daily geomagnetic Ap-index will be much smaller than the
threshold of the magnetic storm. In this case, we are talking about a geomagnetic
substorm. Of course, this is a matter of de�ning the concept of "magnetic storm"
- a magnetic disturbance lasting not less than 12 hours and an average Ap-index
of the disturbances reaches a value of 27 (in the western countries, the threshold
value is Ap = 30).

13
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Fig. 4. Very strong magnetic storm (G4) 7 - September 8, 2017 according to the data

of the geomagnetic observatory IZMIRAN. A record is given of the three components

of the Earth's magnetic �eld.

At present, the problem of re�ecting the situation in the environment
space and assessing its status is being decided by the services of "SPACE
WEATHER", which are created at leading institutes and organizations
around the world (more than 40 addresses), the main of which are: in
the USA (NOAA SWPC - http://www.swpc.noaa.gov), in Europe (ESA -
http://www.esa-spaceweather.net/spweather/current_sw/index.html), WDC for
CA indexes in Brussels - http://sidc.oma.be/html/LatestSWData.html#SUN),
in Japan (http://hiraiso.nict.go.jp), in Australia (http://www.ips.gov.au/);
in Russia: IZMIRAN (http://www.izmiran.ru/services/saf/), SRI RAS
(http://www.iki.rssi.ru/sw.htm), IPG (http://ipg.geospace.ru/center-of-
geliogeophysics/). Their task is to give in real time the main characteristics of
phenomena that determine the state of environment space and indices character-
izing the state of the magnetosphere, ionosphere and other layers of the earth's
atmosphere. The most informative pages of data on the state of space weather
are provided to us by the Sun Service Center of the Laboratory of the State of
environment space the National Laboratory for Environmental Research (SWPC
NOAA USA) - http://www.swpc.noaa.gov.
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4. FORECAST OF GEO-EFFECTIVE SOLAR PHENOMENA AND THE

STATE OF ENVIRONMENT SPACE.

Under the forecast of geo-e�ective solar phenomena, here we mean a set of all
types of forecasts; whose task is to calculate the development of processes and
phenomena occurring in the solar atmosphere and directly a�ect the magnetic
and radiation environment in the environment space for speci�ed time intervals,
taking into account the characteristics of the current epoch of the SA. The time
intervals for which a forecast is possible are determined by the characteristics of
the physical processes of the emergence of new magnetic �uxes in the solar atmo-
sphere, the nature of their interaction with the existing magnetic �eld, and the
patterns laws of the appearance and evolution of solar structures, such as solar
�are events and CHs.

Understanding the observational principles of the implementation of the sce-
nario of solar cyclicity and the interaction of new EMF with existing mag-
netic �elds led in 1990 to the creation in IZMIRAN of the methodology of
short-term forecasts of solar active phenomena and their consequences in all
three classes of disturbances in the environment space [13]. Weekly review of
the state of SA and the environment space is published on Mondays on the
pages of IZMIRAN: Russian version http://www.izmiran.ru/services/saf/, and
English http://www.izmiran.ru/services/saf/?LANG=en. Each �rst Monday of
the month is additionally given an overview of the development of the current SC
and the preliminary values of the main indices of solar and geomagnetic activity.

By the time of arrival of disturbances to the Earth, it can be argued that
the daily forecast of the state of environment space can be the most informative,
but in real life such only specialized forecast groups can provide a forecast duty
group. For scienti�c support of the forecast data, we can agree with a 3-day inter-
val, which provides complete information on recurrent disturbances, but a "dead
zone" for sporadic disturbances already appears. In our forecast, we selected a
weekly forecast interval with additional releases when there are signs or a geo-
e�cient �are event that works well in the phases of growth, decline and minimum
of SC, however, in the conditions of �are activity of several ARs simultaneously,
serious di�culties arise. Therefore, if there is a need to support a project and
with the rapid variability of the state of the environment space, a daily forecast
is provided to the consumer. When making the forecast:
- All signi�cant ARs are taken into account and, in case of appearance of the
�rst signs of new EMF, estimation of the rate of ascent and, as developing; their
magnitude is estimated;
- All signi�cant, possibly geo-e�ective, solar �ares are recorded;
- The solar �laments in which there are signs of instability are identi�ed;
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- The characteristics of all CME associated with observed �are events are ana-
lyzed;
- All CHs in the zone of in�uence on the Earth are evaluated from the point of
view of their geo-e�ectiveness.
The structure of the review has remained unchanged all this time and includes
a title and several sections, the �rst paragraph of the section being the actual
review, and the second, the forecast for the next week:
- The header in which the time periods of the highlight and forecast, the num-
ber and commencement of the Carrington rotation of the Sun are indicated which
makes it possible to determine the absolute longitudes of the solar structures, the
position of the Earth relative to the ecliptic, and the heliospheric zone of geo-
e�ectiveness of active phenomena for a given period;
- The section of the state of sunspot activity of the Sun with a 4-level eval-
uation of spot-forming activity (very low - W≤11, low-W≤30, medium-W≤80,
high-W> 81), with a calculated mean value of the relative number of sunspots
for the past week and the number of sunspot group sunspots on the visible disk
of the Sun; for all large or �are-active sunspot group, their evolutionary and �are
characteristics are given; in the next paragraph the forecast of spot-forming ac-
tivity for the following week is given;
- The state of the �are activity gives its level (very low - �ares of X-ray class
B, low - C, medium - M1 - M4.9, high - M ≥ 5), the number of solar �lament
ejections and the number of CME (class, angular width ); the table of the main
characteristics of solar �ares of an X-ray class ≥ M1 and all recorded solar �l-
ament ejections indicating the dynamic phenomena associated with them and a
forecast of the level of �are activity for the next week;
- The table of CHs observed on the visible disk of the Sun with their coordi-
nates, the area in Mm2, the age in solar rotations and the geo-e�ectiveness on
the previous rotation;
- The section of information on the sectoral boundaries of the interplanetary
magnetic �eld, the sector sign and the forecast of the date of the next sectoral
boundary;
- The table of basic daily data: heliogeophysical indices (W, F10.7, Xbcg, Sp,
number of newly formed sunspot groups (N), MMP sector sign, relativistic elec-
tron �uence with E> 2 MeV from space observatory GOES, preliminary average
daily Ap-index according to the SWPC Service SWPC US, Dst-index and Ams -
the average daily A-index according to the data of the IZMIRAN observatory;
- The section on the time of the start and duration of �uxes of relativistic

electrons with E>2 MeV in geostationary orbits of high and extreme levels
and the forecast for the next week.
- The level of geomagnetic activity for each day and the characteristics of mag-
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netic storms recorded during the period under review (intensity on the scale of
disturbances, A * -index of the magnetic storm and its duration) according to the
data of IZMIRAN and the center of the SWPC US Service in Bolder, and the
forecast of geomagnetic disturbances for the next a week.

Table 2. The scale disturbances of the environment space (Cosmic weather)

for the epochs of increased, lowered SA and transitional periods (based on

http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/sites/default/�les/images/NOAAscales.pdf).

Impact on Epoch of Transition period Epoch of lowered

environment space environment space SA (at 23 SC) CA (24 SCs)

Level Disturbances Quantity Frequency in Frequency in Frequency in

R: Electromagnetic shock: maximum X-ray �are class (wt/m2)

R5 Extremal X20 (2·10−3) < 1 2 0.01

R4 Very strong X10 (10−3) 8 4 0.1

R3 Strong X1 (10−4) 175 115 ∼60

R2 Medium M5 (5·10−5) 350 272 ∼100

R1 Low M1 (10−5) 2000 1295 ∼700

S: Corpuscular shock: proton �ux cE ≥ 10 MeV and Jr ≥ 1 cm−2·c−1·cp−1

S5 Extremal 105 Not yet observed

S4 Very strong 104 1/epoch 3 0.1

S3 Strong 103 3�10 11 5

S2 Medium 102 25 37 7

S1 Low 101 50 38 31

S0 Low 100 ∼50 59 49

G: Plasma impact (geomagnetic disturbances): a three-hour Kp-index

G5 Extremal Kp=9 4 20 ∼2/epoch

G4 Very strong Kp=8�(9�) 100 25 3

G3 Strong Kp=7 200 90 14

G2 Medium Kp=6 600 344 116

5. CONCLUSION

27 years of publications of solar active phenomena forecast and the state of
environment space in IZMIRAN cover incomplete three cycles and, as it later
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turned out, include a transition period (SC 22-23) between epochs of increased
and lowered SA and 24 SC - �rst cycle second epoch of the lowered SA. Time
has con�rmed that the principles of forecasting, taking into account the laws of
the development of SCs with regard to the SA epoch for spot-forming activity,
the processes of interaction of magnetic �uxes in the AR and beyond for solar
�are events and the time interval for the passage of CHs through geoe�ective he-
liolatitudes for the main part of recurrent disturbances, taking into account the
characteristics of the interplanetary disturbances, provide su�cient information
for building preliminary forecasts of the �rst level. They must give the time for
the beginning of the e�ect on the environment space to an accuracy of 1 day (for
magnetic disturbances and increases in the �ux of relativistic electrons), input
data intervals for re�ning prognostic models of individual types of impacts and
response of selected media to disturbances data (level 2 forecasts). For exam-
ple, the predicted range of changes in Wolf's number ∆W = 20, in most cases is
su�cient for ionospheric and radio wave propagation models.

Of particular importance is the forecast of the period of �are energy release
of the AR, for which practically all signi�cant �ares of large and medium class
are realized in this AR. In the current SC, this period occurs 1 ± 0.5 days after
the �rst signs of the appearance of a new EMF within the boundaries of the AR,
which makes it possible to give a �rst warning about the onset of the period of
large �ares with a high probability (70-90%). It should be emphasized that this
forecast is not a separate �are, namely the time interval of about 55 hours, when
the bulk of outbreaks from the energy of the new FMF introduced into the AR
will take place. It should be specially emphasized that our method does not allow
us to predict the time and power of a single �are event in this series. The forecast
of the impact of each of these series of �ares on the environment space is estimated
by the parameters and dynamic phenomena of a separate �are event.

Another limitation is the real di�culty of isolating a new signi�cant EMF
in complex compact ARs with large areas and in the AR near the limbs of the
Sun. At the same time, this method was successfully tested during the �ights of
the GRANAT space observatory(protection of scienti�c instruments from large
�uxes of energetic solar protons), GAMMA (turn to the Sun with the possibility
of powerful solar �ares with signi�cant γ-radiation) and the CORONAS project
(for the service observation of �are events).
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G�UN��S F�ALLI�GININ YER�TRAFI KOSM
IK
F�ZAYA T�S
IR
I V� ONUN
PROQNOZLA�SDIRILMASI

V. N. 
I�skov

Rusiya Elmlºr Akademiyas�, N. V. Pu�skov ad�na Yer Maqnetizmi,

Ionosferin vº Radiodal�galar�n Yay�lmas� 
Institutu

Son onilliklºrdº G�unº�sdºki fºal hadisºlºrin tºdqiqi he�c bir �s�ubhº do�gurmur

ki, Yerºtraf� Kosmik Fºzan�n (YKF) hal� vº b�ut�un ºhºmiyyºtli q�sam�uddºtli

hºyºcanla�smalar�, G�unº�sdºki al��sma hadisºlºri vº G�unº�s tac�n�n planetlºraras�

fºzaya a�c�q maqnit sahºsi oblastlar� (tac dºliklºri) ilº m�uºyyºnlº�sir. Yeni

y�uksºlºn maqnit selinin art�q m�ovcud maqnit sahºlºri ilº qar�s�l�ql� tºsiri fºal

oblastlarda G�unº�s al��smalar�na vº bu oblastlardan kºnara g�unº�s li�ºrinin

at�lmas�na sºbºb olur. Yeni maqnit selinin y�uksºlmºsinin m�u�sahidºsi, onun ºdºdi

qiymºtinin vº y�uksºlmº tempinin qiymºtlºndirilmºsi, g�unº�s al��smalar�n�n

vº lif at�lmalar�n�n proqnozla�sd�rmas�, onlar�n geoe�ektivlik dºrºcºsinin

m�uºyyºnlº�sdirmºsi bax�m�ndan faydal�d�r. G�unº�s tac�nda al��smalardan vº

li�ºrdºn hºyºcanla�smalar�n yay�lmas�n� ºks etdirºn ºsas agent tac k�utlº

at�lmalar�d�r ki, bu xususiyyºtlºr ideal �sºkildº geomaqnit sahºnin m�umk�un

hºyºcanla�smas�n�, YKF-da y�uksºk enerjili y�ukl�u zºrrºciklºr selinin m�umk�un

artmas�n� qiymºtlºndirmºyº imkan verir. G�unº�sdº geoe�ektiv fºal hadisºlºrin vº

onlar�n YKF-ya tºsirlºrinin m�uvº�ºqiyºtli proqnozu �u�c�un g�unº�s fºall��g�n�n cari

tsiklinin vº d�ovr�un�un inki�saf�n� vº x�ususiyyºtlºrini nºzºrº almaqla son 3 g�un

ºrzindº G�unº�sdºki vºziyyºti bilmºk laz�md�r.

A�car s�ozlºr: Fºal g�unº�s hadisºlºri - Kosmik hava - G�unº�s fºall��g�n�n proqnozu

- Yerºtraf� kosmik fºzan�n hal�n�n proqnozu
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The atmosphere of the giant star HR8120 (A8II) was studied by the atmospheric

model. On the base of the observation, comparison of the theoretical values of

the photometric indexes [c1],Q and application of the parallax the e�ective tem-

perature Teff of the star and the acceleration g of the gravitational forces were

determined on the surface: Teff = 7880± 150K, logg = 2.6± 0.2. Basing on

the FeII lines the velocity of the micro-turbulent motion is determined:ξt = 4.2

km/sec.The amount of iron element is calculated in the atmosphere of the

star and is compared with the value in the Sun the amount of iron element is

determined by comparing the observable and theoretically calculated values of

the equivalent widths of the FeII lines. The amount of iron element is obtained

approximated to the amount in the Sun: log ε(FeII) = 7.65± 0.2.

Keywords: Fundamental parameters-stars � Chemical composition-stars �

Personal-HR8120 (A8II)

1. INTRODUCTION

Chemical composition is one of the important parameters of the stars. The

internal structure of the star and the radiation spectrum depend on the chemical

composition. By determining the chemical composition, information may be ob-

tained about the physical characteristics not only for the selected star and about

the star systems, where this star belongs.The determination of the chemical com-

position of the stars is an important problem in the solution of the problems such

as the formation of chemical elements, evolution of stars, the formation of the

universe and its chemical evolution.
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There is a process of deep mixing of the substances in the supergiant and

giant stars.Ultimately the elements that are synthesized in the nuclei of these

stars are transmitted into their atmosphere and the chemical composition of the

atmosphere changes. In this regard, the de�nition of the chemical composition of

the supergiant stars is an actual problem.

According to the modern evolutionary theory of the stars, as a result of the

complete mixing of the substances in the giants from the spectral classes A, F,

G, CNO-cycle products should be brought into the atmosphere of these stars and

the amount of the elements C, N and O in the atmosphere should be changed. In

the atmosphere of the supergiant and giant stars A, F, G the less amount of the

carbon dioxide, the extra amount of nitrogen and a little less amount of oxygen

have to be observed. The study of the chemical composition of the supergiant and

giant stars atmosphere is one of the topical problems of astrophysics to con�rm

the accuracy of the theory of modern evolution (anomaly in the amount of the

elements C, N and O).

Boyarchuk and Lyubimkov [1] discovered that, in the atmosphere of the super-

giant stars of the spectral classes A, F, G among the variation of the elements C,

N and O in the amount the additional amount of the element Na is observed. The

reason for the excess of the element Na may be explained by the transformation

of neon into the sodium in a Nena-cyclic reaction.

As a result of the complete mixing of substances in supergiant stars A, F,

G, the element Na must be brought into the atmosphere of these stars and the

amount of the element Na in the atmosphere should be changed. Thus, the deter-

mination of the amount of the element Na in A, F, G supergiant stars atmosphere

is an important issue from the point of view of chemical evolution of these stars.

The fundamental parameters of the stars - e�ective temperatures and the de-

termination of the acceleration of the gravity force on the surfaces are one of

the important problems of astrophysics. The basic parameters for the e�ective

temperatures and acceleration of the gravity force are the principle parameters

for the atmosphere models, and the evaluation parameters for the stars - masses,

radius, brightness, and age are determined by knowing these parameters.

The analysis of microturbulencity in the supergiant star atmosphere is of in-

terest to verify the accuracy of the calculations of the theory of acoustic waves.

For example ,Edmunsun estimates [12] show that in the atposhere of the yellow

supergiant stars, the square average amplitude of velocity waves ϑω is consired as

an observed velocity of the micro-turbulent motion ξt.

There is still no generalized physical theory of the microturbulance in the at-

mosphere of the stars. The analysis of the microturbulancity is the actual issue

of astrophysics for two reasons. First, to understand the physical nature of the
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microturbulance, secondly, it is necessary to know the speed of the microturbulent

motion in order to determine the chemical composition of the stars.

In this study, the atmosphere of the star HR8120 (A8II) is investigated: the

e�ective temperature of the star and the acceleration of the gravity force and

metallic level is determined. In our next investigations, it is envisioned to deter-

mine the amount of the light elements that have a chemical evaluation in this

star. The observation material of the star was purchased in CCD-matrix spec-

troscopy at the Kassegren Focus of the 2M telescope of Shamakhy Astrophysics

Observatory in 2014. DECH software packages were used to process the spec-

trum. The Atlas was drawn, measured and the equivalent width of spectral lines

was measured.

2. ATMOSPHERE PARAMETERS: EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE,

ACCELERATION OF THE GRAVITY FORCE

The e�ective temperature and acceleration of the gravity force in the surface

of the star is determined by the application of the model method and parallax.

Model method uses the following criteria:

1. Comparison of the measured and theoretically calculated values of the

index [c1].

In the uvbyβ photometric system, the index [c1] is designated by the expres-

sion [c1] = c1−0.2(b−y).This quantity is free from the in�uence of the absorption

in the interstellar space. Since when one de�nes the fundamental parameters of

the stars it is advisable to use the index [c1].

2. Comparison of the measured and theoretically calculated values of the

index Q.

In UBV photometric system the index Q is designated by the expression

Q=(U-B)-0.72(B-V). The quantity Q is free from the in�uence of the interstellar

absorption. The observation values of the quantities [c1], Q is obtained by using

the catalog of observation values [8]. To calculate the theoretical values of the

quantities [c1],Q [7] is used. Based on the above criteria the log g− Teff diagram

is constructed (Fig. 1).

3. The application of parallax is considered as a new method for determining

the e�ective temperature and acceleration of the gravity force of the stellar stars.

Parallax application for the determining the e�ective temperature and accelera-

tion of the gravity force of the stars for the �rst time was used in the Crimean

Astrophysics Observatory [10], and the essence of the method is broadly inter-

preted in that article.
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This method is very convenient because it does not depend on the choice of

the atmospheric model. The right hand side of the known equation

log g − logM/M� − 0, 4BC − 4 log Teff = −10, 50 + 2 log π′′ + 0, 4mυ − 0, 4Aυ

is a quantity that can be de�ned from the observation for the considered star

and the left hand side is a quantity that depends on Teff and log g. Giving dif-

ferent values to Teef and logg one can de�ne M \M� from the evaluation curves

[6], and from the star atmosphere models. The pairs Teff , log g are de�ned and

shown in the diagram log g − Teff (Fig. 1). The parameters of the star can be

Fig. 1. The diagram that de�nes the Teff and logg parameters of the star HR8120

(A8II)

de�ned from (Fig1) as follows:

Teff = 7880± 150K, log g = 2.6± 0.2.

3. MICROTURBULENT MOTION VELOCITY, AMOUNT OF IRON

ELEMENT

In the atmosphere of the star, the microturbulent velocity ξt and amount of

the iron is determined by the FeII lines. To determine the microturbulent motion

velocity ξt atom or ion of any element one must have a large number of lines

containing a wide range of Wλ diameters. The microturbulent motion velocity ξt
is chosen so that the amount of the elements assigned by di�erent lines does not

change with the increasing the equivalent widths Wλ.
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The most lines in the spectrum of the star we study are the FeI lines, and

then FeII lines. However, the e�ect of the variations LTT over FeI lines is strong.

In the case of LTT, the velocity of the microturbulent motion determined on the

FeI lines is less than the velocity determined by FeII lines. When the calculations

are carried out for the LTT case, the amount of iron determined on the FeI lines

is lower than the amount determined without LTT. For the �rst time, Boyarchuk

et al. [2] obtained this result for supergiant stars of the F spectral class. Later

on, the F and G spectral class stars were approved by other authors [11]. Unlike

the FeI lines, there is no e�ect of the variations of LTT on the FeII lines. In

the atmosphere of the star, FeII lines are used to determine the microturbulent

velocity ξt.

As L. Lyubimkov and Z.A. Samedov [10] show, the velocity ξt of the micro-

turbulent motion increases as the altitude in the atmosphere of the stars of the

spectral class F increases. The e�ect is stronger as stronger the line. For the weak

lines, this dependency can be ignored and it is assumed that the velocity ξt of the

microturbulent motion is constant in the star's atmosphere.

When determining the microturbulent velocity ξt only weak enough lines are

used. These lines are formed in the deep layers of the atmosphere; these layers

are parallel and are in the form of LTT.

The amount of iron log ε(FeII) is calculated by giving di�erent values for the

microturbulent motion velocity ξt based on the Kurucz model [5] with parameters

Teff = 7880K, log g = 2.6. The amount of iron is determined by comparing the

observable and theoretically calculated values of the equivalent widths of the FeII

lines.

The atomic data of the spectral lines were taken from the database VALD-2

[4]. If ξt = 4.2 km/sec then there is no correlation between logε(FeII) and Wλ

Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Determination of the velocity ξt of the microturbulent motion

Note that the quantity [Fe/H] ([Fe/H] = Log= log∗(Fe) − logε�(Fe)) is the
�metallicity� indicator of the stars. Here logε� (Fe) is an amount of iron in the

Sun: logε� (Fe)=7.45 [3]. [Fe/H]=7.65-7.45=0.2. This is one of the fundamental
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parameters of the stars, since the quantity [Fe/H] quanti�es the amount of metals

in the substance that the star is formed. Knowing the quantity [Fe/H], it is deter-

mined that the star and the Sun consist of the substance with same or di�erent

�metallicity�.

Study of the �metallicity� in dependence on the distance from Galactic center,

is an actual research that is of great scienti�c importance in solving problems such

as the settling of the stars, the formation of the chemical elements.

Thus the parameters of the star:

Teff = 7880± 150K, logg = 2.6± 0.2, ξt = 4.2km s−1,

logε(Fe) = 7.65, [Fe/H] = 0.2.

The amount of metals in the star is close to their amount in the Sun. This shows

that the giant star HR8120 (A8II) and the Sun are formed from the same sub-

stance. This result is a signi�cant consequence of the Galactic chemical evolution

model.

4. MAIN RESULTS

1. By the application of the model and parallax the e�ective temperature Teff
and acceleration g of the gravity force on the surface of the star HR8120 (A8II)

is determined as follows: Teff = 7880± 150K, logg = 2.6± 0.2.

2.On the base of the lines FeII the velocity of the motion in the star atmosphere

is determined: ξt = 4.2km s−1.

3. The amount of iron element was determined in the atmosphere of the

star, and compared with the amount in the Sun. It has been discovered that the

amount of iron element in the star is close to the amount in the Sun.
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HR8120 (A8II) ULDUZ ATMOSFERININ
�OYR�NILM�SI

Z.A. Sºmºdova,b

a Bak� D�ovlºt Universiteti, Bak�, Azºrbaycan
b N.Tusi ad�na �Samax� Astro�zika Rºsºdxanas�,

Azºrbaycan Milli Elmlºr Akademiyas�, �Samax� rayonu, Azºrbaycan

Atmosfer modeli �us�ulu ilº HR8120 (A8II) nºhºng ulduzunun atmosferi

tºdqiq edilmi�sdir. [c1], Q fotometrik indekslºrinin m�u�sahidº vº nºzºri

qiymºtlºrini m�uqayisºsi vº parallaks�n tºdbiqi ºsas�nda ulduzun e�ektiv

temperaturu Teff vº sºthindº a�g�rl�q q�uvvºsinin tºcili g tºyin edilmi�sdir:

Teff = 7880 ± 150K, logg = 2.6 ± 0.2. FeII xºtlºrinº ºsasºn mikroturbulent

hºrºkºt s�urºti tºyin edilmi�sdir: ξt = 4.2km s−1. Ulduzun atmosferindº dºmir

elementinin miqdar� hesablanm��sd�r vº G�unº�sdº olan miqdarla m�uqayisº

edilmi�sdir. Dºmir elementinin miqdar� FeII xºtlºrinin ekvivalent enlºrinin

m�u�sahidºdºn �ol�c�ulm�u�s vº nºzºri hesablanm��s qiymºtlºrinin m�uqayisºsi ºsas�nda

tºyin edilmi�sdir. Dºmir elementinin miqdar� G�unº�sdº olan miqdara yax�n

al�nm��sd�r: log ε(FeII) = 7.65± 0.2.

A�car s�ozlºr: Ulduzlar: fundamental parametrlºr - Ulduzlar: kimyºvi tºrkib

� Ulduzlar: fºrdi - HR8120 (A8II)
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LIGHT CURVE ANALYSIS OF DN TAU
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Azerbaijan National Academy of Sciences, Shamakhy region, Azerbaijan

The results of photometric observations of the classical T Tauri type star DN

Tau, performed at ShAO for 2016-2017, are given. By analyzing the summary

light curve, it is shown that the seasonal changes in the brightness of the star

in the V-band is 0.5 -1.0 mag. The average annual brightness values show

variability with a characteristic time of about 25 years. An analysis of the

change in the brightness of the star over di�erent seasons allows to clearly

detecting the 6-day period of the brightness variability, determined earlier by

other authors. Variation in the period for various seasons di�ers by a few tenth

day. It is shown that the seasonal phase light curves becomes obvious a shift

in the phases of the maximum and minimum, and also the period changes by

a few tenth day. It is assumed that the observed shift in phase and the change

in the value of the 6-day period are related with the migration of spots and

the di�erential rotation of the star's atmosphere.

Keywords: stars: formation � stars: pre-main sequence � stars: � individual:

� DN Tau

1. INTRODUCTION

The star DN Tau was �rst noted in the work [1] � the Hα review of Taurus
clouds as a moderately active T Tauri type star. More detailed spectroscopic
observations revealed emission lines of the Balmer H series, H, K Ca II lines and
weak lines He I and Fe II, which are superimposed on the photospheric spectrum
of the normal dwarf with spectral class M0. According to Herbig [2], the spec-
trum of the star is classi�ed as M1Ve. A change in the equivalent width of the
Hα emission line for 1976-1981 was found from 12 to 7 Å( [3], [4]).

Photometric changes in brightness were detected in the IR and optical range
[5], where the amplitude in the V-band was 0.8 mag. Only in one case, brightness
increase at 0.8 mag in the B-band in 35 minutes was reported [6], after which

* E-mail: ismailovn@yahoo.com
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there were not observed a sudden changes in time interval 35 years. Bovier et al.
[7] by using photometric and spectral observations, discovered a periodic change
in brightness. The authors explained this change by the presence of a large cold
spot on the star's surface. Moreover, the spot area varied from 9 to 36% at the
spot temperature, below the photosphere temperature by 700 K. According to
this data, no signs of a hot spot were found.

For the �rst time,by Verba et al. [8] during 15 days of photometric observa-
tions, 6.6 day periodic variability, and in the U band a phase shift at 0.47 was
detected. This was interpreted by the existence of a hot spot, which is located
near to a cold spot, the temperature of which is 500 K below the neighboring
photosphere with an area of 20% of the surface. According to new data [9], is
shown that the star maybe an intermediate type between the types of CTTS and
WTTS. Also unclear whether the star is in the �nal stage of the disk evolution,
or it is a temporary quiet state of activity.

In order to search for planets, in [10] spectral observations is carried out in
the optical and infrared ranges. They showed that the radial velocity of the star
is changing due to the spot on the surface. Observations from Einstein's satellite
showed a characteristic change of 0.1 dex between 1980�1981 about an average
value of the radiation 1030 erg/s [11], [12].

According to Donati et al. [13], the star has a photospheric temperature of
3950 ± 50 K, a luminosity of 0.8 ± 0.2 L�, a rotation period of 6.32d, an age of
2 · 106 years, a radius of 1.9 ± 0.2 R�, and the axis of rotation is at an angle
to the observation of 35 ± 10◦. Spectral and photometric observations show that
DN Tau is a typically quiet T Tauri star. According to observations, the star has
an amplitude of brightness variability peak of 0.15 mag and a period of rotation
of the star of 6.43 days [14]. According to Fourier analysis [15], a period of 6 days
was obtained. On periodograms are observed a sharp peak of 6.28 days.

The physical parameters of the star are determined uncertainly due to the
inaccurate determination of the spectral class and class of luminosity, and also a
big error in determining the magnitude of interstellar reddening. So, according to
data [3], the star has Av = 0.42 ± 0.16 and the spectral class M0. Bouvie et al.
[7] showed that Av = 0.3 ± 0.1 and the star is located on the edge of the cloud
in which it was formed.

In [13], the following star parameters from spectropolarimetric observations is
obtained: Te� = 3950 ± 50 K, log g = 3.7 4± 0.1, L = 0.8 ± 0.2 L�, P = 6.32d, R
= 1.9 ± 0.2 R, M = 0.65 ± 0.05 M�, the angle between the line of sight and the
rotation axis is i = 35 ± 10◦ and the age is 2 · 106 years. The authors was detected
a circular polarization, both in photospheric lines and emission lines, forming in
the accretion zone, which testify the existence of a magnetic �eld above 1.8 kG.
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On the results of these studies, we suppose a change in the observed value of
the period DN Tau for di�erent seasons. For research of the character of observed
photometric period of the star, additional observation programs are needed. The
purpose of this work is a photometric research of the star on our observations and
on the data obtained from archives.

2. OBSERVATIONAL MATERIAL

2.1. Observations at ShAO

Our observations were carried out on the Cassegrain focus of the Zeiss-600
telescope by using the single-channel photometer operating with a set of standard
BVRIc �lters. A detailed description of the technical characteristics of the sys-
tem telescope + photometer was given in [16]. In our observations, a CCD FLI
4096x4096 was used. The working �eld of the frame was 17 angular minutes. We
are tried keeping the observational objects and standards closer to the center of
the frame. The accumulation time in di�erent �lters ranged from 30 to 90 seconds.
Such a choice of timing of the accumulation was bound partly due to the uneven
behavior of the clock mechanism of the telescope. 5 frames were received in each
�lter, the maximum accumulation signal for software star and standards made up
30000-40000 ADU. To increase the signal-to-noise ratio S/N, the obtained frames
were summed over individual �lters. The summation was also carried out for a
�at �eld, a dark signal and frames of bias.

In Fig. 1 is shown a frame of the area of the star DN Tau. Here the des-
ignations are as follows: V-variable, K1, K2-control stars, S-standard. For the
selection of the star with the most stable brightness and for further use as a stan-
dard and control stars, trial combinations were performed. Wherein, at �rst one
star was used as a standard, the rest were determined relative to it. Then the
standard stars were replaced by other stars of the �eld and the magnitude of the
relatively new standard was again determined. In conclusion, the star that gives
the smallest value of the standard deviation of the magnitude in this band was
chosen as the standard. Our data for 35 individual nights of observations showed
a standard deviation from the average for di�erent �lters, the following values for
standard and control stars: σR = ±0.018m, σB = ±0.015m, σV= ± 0.021m. In
this work, for analysis, we used the instrumental magnitude of the V- brightness
values. Binding to the international system was not carried out, so we are fol-
lowing only the relative change in the magnitude of the star in the instrumental
system. As a standard, eventually the star GSC 01829-00150 (2MASS J04351894
+ 2415374) was selected with a value brightness of V = 13 mag. Table 1 shows
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Fig. 1. Identifying map of the star DN Tau. I was marked: V- variable, K1, K2 control

stars, S-standard star.

the results of our observations for 2016�2017 in di�erent �lters. The magnitudes
obtained in Table 1 given relative to the standard in the instrumental system.

2.2. Material selected from literature

We selected from di�erent sources the results of photometric observations
of the star for approximately 50 years of observations. Main part of the ma-
terial was taken from the archive of the Wesleyan University covering the pe-
riod of time 1962-2003 (491 points in total, by program ROTOR), ( [17], [18]),
and also from the archive of the automatic telescope ASAS [19] (http: //
www.astrouw.edu.pl/asas/), received for 2003-2009 (379 points in the V-band).
Full brightness data, including our results, contains more than 900 points in the
V-band. Despite the long observation period, the results of the ROTOR program
can be considered a homogeneous material, since the overwhelming majority of
observations here, done by one group of observers in Uzbekistan. Average error of
these measurements in the V band is about ± 0.01mag. Our data is also de�ned
about the same accuracy. The accuracy of the ASAS data is about twice as bad as
other measurements. Nevertheless, the amplitude of seasonal changes of bright-
ness is quite large, so the data allow analyzing the overall picture of changes, not
considering possible systematic di�erences in observations.
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Table 1. The results of the observations of DN Tau in SHAO

JD R B V

2457721.349 11.546 13.742 12.423

2457722.231 11.57 13.704 12.436

2457723.247 11.476 13.417 12.269

2457743.234 11.406 13.433 12.256

2457745.334 11.42 13.481 12.287

2457745.377 11.393 13.475 12.233

2457746.372 11.464 13.447 12.268

2457749.256 11.414 13.388 12.242

2457751.258 11.447 13.478 12.266

2457755.33 11.42 13.363 12.244

2457756.263 11.496 13.561 12.354

2457757.278 11.514 13.358 12.296

2457757.298 11.54 13.412 12.322

2457758.134 11.45 13.418 12.255

2457758.154 11.459 13.471 12.284

2457758.177 11.455 13.489 12.311

2457759.293 11.555 13.647 12.417

2457759.314 11.567 13.618 12.393

2457760.263 11.598 13.536 12.401

2457760.287 11.524 13.506 12.256

2457771.273 11.455 13.307 12.235

2457771.297 11.42 13.375 12.207

2457777.25 11.463 13.408 12.302

2457777.27 11.416 13.405 12.256

2457777.292 11.453 13.382 12.272

2457804.256 11.607 13.736 12.501

2457804.273 11.605 13.753 12.439

2457805.34 11.554 13.737 12.503

2457805.36 11.57 13.741 12.459

2457806.368 11.524 13.627 12.393

2457814.232 11.519 13.712 12.418

2457814.256 11.546 13.701 12.389

2457849.142 10.926 12.036 11.486

2457997.485 11.557 13.77 12.47

2457998.41 11.677 13.802 12.697

2458071.192 11.62 13.686 12.505

Sigma 0.1201024 0.292019 12.32625

mean 11.489611 13.50339 0.179585
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3. MAIN RESULTS

In the Fig. 2 was shown a summary light curve of the star constructed by all
collected observational data. As it can be seen, inside the season the brightness
variation of the star is from 0.5 mag to 1 mag. The average annual value of
brightness also changes smoothly. The data from 1962-2003 show the existence of
slow increase of the brightness to a maximum, and subsequent observations of a

Fig. 2. The master light curve of the star DN Tau. Dark cycles, is from ROTOR

program data, light circles � ASAS, triangles,- ShAO.

slow decreasing. The total characteristic time of a change in average magnitude
brightness is not less than 10000 days.

Another one feature on the star's light curve is received per ASAS data. As
seen, mid-seasonal value of brightness in di�erent years, di�er greatly in di�erent
years. The reason of such distinction is not quite clear. Perhaps in di�erent years,
the activity of the star is changing signi�cantly.

3.1. Brightness distribution diagrams

For the analysis, we plotted diagrams the brightness distribution of the star
in each of the UBVRI �lters according to the ROTOR program. For compliance
homogeneous in statistical diagrams, data from other sources were not used. In
Fig. 3 the obtained diagrams of the brightness distribution of the star in
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Fig. 3. The brightness distribution in UBVRI bands of DN Tau. On the abscissa

was presented the interval of brightness variation and the step of ranges. On the

ordinate was presented the number of given brightness state relative to all number of

brightness in percent.

di�erent photometric bands are shown. Here in each diagram on abscissa the
interval of brightness variation and the step is given, over which the distribution
from maximum to minimum is composed, and on ordinate the relative number
N/Ni in percent. As seen from Fig. 3, for the V-band distribution of the diagram
the brightness has mainly symmetric form. Total interval of changes in bright-
ness and amplitude of changes in the V- band is, respectively, V: 12.05�12.65
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mag, ∆V = 0.6 mag. In the bands U and B, a signi�cant asymmetry is observed,
which, apparently, occurs with a frequent �ash-like increase in brightness. In the
U and B bands, the interval of changes in brightness and amplitude of variation
is, respectively, U: 13.2-15.0 mag, ∆U = 1.8 mag, B: 13.15-14.15 mag, δB = 1.0
mag. In the bands R and I, the distribution of brightness has approximately the
same character. In these bands, the variability interval and the amplitude of the
brightness changes are respectively: R: 11.3-11.7 mag, ∆R = 0.4 mag, I: 10.35
mag-10.65 mag, ∆I = 0.3 mag. In these bands, the amplitude of the change
in brightness is minimal, and the distribution of brightness shows stability in a
considerable interval. In Fig. 4 the diagrams of changes in the color indexes of
U-B, B-V and V-R versus V-band brightness variation are shown. Quantity of
observations in the U-band is less, and from the diagram can be see that, there
is not detected de�nite relation between the U-B color index and V-brightness.

The B-V and V-R color-indexes change weakly from brightness, so since the
star brighter in the V-band, then brighter also the appropriate color-index. Be-
sides, in depending V � R versus V, are observed two groups of points that are
signi�cantly displaced relatively apart. The reason for such discrepancies is com-
plicated to explain. It could be due with signi�cant change in color in the red
band, when will be passing component in a binary system, or large protoplanet,
moving in Keplerian orbit around the star.

3.2. Fourier analysis of the light variability

In Table 2 is given the results of the works by detected of the 6-day period on
the light variability and on the spectrum of DN Tau. In the �rst column of the
table is given the value of obtained period, in the second column the de�nition
error, the third one is the used method, fourth is the authors. As seen from Ta-
ble 2, the periods obtained by di�erent authors di�er each from other for a few
tenth day. Therefore, there is a need to check, whether a change in the value
of this period, occurs, and if so, what is the reason for such changes of period.
For research this task, we have performed a search for period by data individual
seasons of observations.

For perform a search, periodic changes in brightness of the star, was used Scar-
gle method [20] and further modi�ed and applied in works [21] and [22]. Scargle
method allow to compute false value of frequency the probability F for any peak,
taken from the power spectrum, i.e. likelihood that it will be more �white noise�
than required value. The probability that the data contain one periodic signal is
equal 1-F. If we calculate the normalized power spectrum z for independent fre-
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Fig. 4. The diagrams of color-indexes U-B, B-V and V-R versus V-brightness.

quencies, then for a non-equal-standing series, the parameter F may be computed
by the well-known expression

F = 1− (1− e−z)ni .

Maximum frequencies interval at such search determined by ratio υ max =
1/2∆tmin, where ∆tmin- is the minimum span of time between neighboring ob-
servation points. The choice of program is due to the fact, that this program
is applied for an array with an uneven time series. As a rule, in astronomical
observations we often deal with arrays of data with unequal by time, intervals.
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Table 2. The results of the observations of DN Tau in SHAO

Period (days) σ method V sin i(kms−1) author

P = 6.33 0.20 IR spectroscopy 8± 2 Prato et al. 2008 [10]

6.0− 6.28 0.05 photometry 12.3± 0.6 Vrba et al. 1993 [9]

6.6 0.1 photometry Vrba et al. 1986 [8]

6.32 photometry Artemenko et al.2012 [25]

6.22 0.10 spectropolarimetry 9± 1 Donaty et al.2013 [13]

6.43 photometry Percy et al. 2006 [14]

6.0 photometry 8.1 Appenzeller et al.2005 [24]

spectroscopy 12.3± 0.6 Nguyen et al.2012 [23]

6.0 photometry 8.1± 2 Bouvier & Bertout1989 [26]

6.0− 6.2 photometry Percy et al. 2010 [27]

For the test for DN Tau the stability of the 6-day variability period, we used
V-band data, consisting of about 800 observation points. These data were col-
lected in groups, containing data of individual years. From received groups for
application of analysis, we chose those in which there are located at least 50 ob-
servation points. Total had been allocated 7 such arrays, satisfying this condition.
In the received separate groups, we looked for frequencies in the interval from 0 to
0.5 d−1. Power spectra and windows for individual groups were obtained. Figure
5, for example are given the power spectra for di�erent data groups.

As seen in all the groups, the 6-day period of light variability easily stands
out, which was by this time determined by di�erent authors.

The result of the analysis for each groups is given in Table 3. For separate
columns in Table 3, from left to right are given: name of the data groups, the
number of points in the group, the most signi�cant frequencies, magnitudes of the
power spectrum, corresponding to these frequencies, and the values of the periods
obtained in days.

As seen from Table 3, from 7 data groups, in 6 of them 6-day period of variabil-
ity con�dently was detected. The remaining probable periods are unstable and by
di�erent groups are not saved. We obtained a formal mid-statistical value of the
period by di�erent groups, as P = 6.231 ± 0.089 days. This value of the period
agrees well, with period of variation of the longitudinal magnetic �eld strength of
the star P = 6.22 ± 0.10 days, presented in the work [13].

Both the results of our analysis and other authors have shown that the value
of the period of 6.3 days is not constant, and in di�erent seasons di�ers by several
tenths part of days (Tables 2 and 3). The reason for such di�erences may be the
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Fig. 5. Examples of power spectrum for di�erent groups, for V-band brightness values.

In all the �gures, the presence of the 6-day period is well detected.

di�erential rotation of the atmosphere of the star in di�erent latitudes and the
migration of spots in latitude. Therefore, for more accurate period value we used
our data rounded to tenths and more exact data.

3.3. Phase shifts in the period of 6.3 days

On the obtained value of the period, phases for each season of observations
were calculated. Phases were calculated by elements Min V = JD 24546361.456 +
6.3 E. In Fig.6 is shown examples of phase curves for di�erent seasons of observa-
tions in the V � band. As seen from Fig.6, phase light curves obtained in di�erent
seasons of observations, show a various level of scatter of points in phases. For
example, data of the seasons presented on upper panels of Fig.6 have less scatter,
than the data presented on the lower panels. The change in scatter level of points
on seasonal light curves may be due the change, for example, the sizes of spots
on the star's surface in di�erent years. On lower left panel showed phase light
curve, obtained according to our observation. Here with the contour selected 5
points, showing a signi�cant deviation from the phase curve. Such a scatter of
points sometimes is observed and in other seasons (see Fig. 6, upper right panel).
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Table 3. Results of Fourier analysis of V-data for di�erent seasons (groups).

Group name N f , day−1 P P , days

mas1 79 0.1590 14.253 6.289

0.0884 6.370 11.312

0.2263 5.750 4.419

0.3300 5.440 3.030

mas2 57 0.1590 12.200 6.289

0.4315 3.280 2.317

mas3 64 0.1595 12.821 6.270

mas4 54 0.1610 13.192 6.211

mas5 76 0.0485 4.221 20.619

0.1595 5.688 6.270

0.2525 5.574 3.960

0.3175 6.169 3.150

mas6 93 0.0548 7.568 18.265

0.0936 8.287 10.684

0.1399 11.273 7.148

0.3658 6.570 2.734

0.4868 10.050 2.054

mas7 52 0.0260 2.860 38.462

0.0525 3.335 19.048

0.1245 3.865 8.032

0.1650 3.548 6.061

0.2510 3.455 3.984

0.2755 3.453 3.630

0.3500 3.461 2.857

0.4140 3.731 2.415

Such a scatter of points most often occurs in phases 0.3 ± 0.7 and may arise due
to �are activity of the star. In total, there 21 separate seasons of observations
were selected, in which there is su�cient amount of points, allow satisfactorily
describe full phase light curve. For all individual seasons were constructed the
phase light curves and by them phases of the minimum and maximum of light
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Table 4. Selected phases of maximum and minimum in seasonal phase V-light

curve.

Middle date of Max Phase Min phase

season JD2400000+

45621 0.304

46049 0.521

46440 0.829 0.326

46738 0.3

47093 0.3

47452 0.625 0.15

47814 0.797 0.262

48210 0.876 0.396

48538 0.505

48906 0.571 0.111

49247 0.555 0.08

49624 0.8 0.4

49985 0.28 0.743

52896 0.451

52664 0.813 0.131

53003 0.891 0.359

52666 0.802 0.239

52960 0.371

53313 0.489

53669 0.437

54431 0.7 0.1

54806 0.7 0.1

55126 0.497

curves were determined. In Table 4 is shown the results of such selection of phases
minimum and maximum obtained in di�erent seasons. The time given in Table
4 corresponds to the middle between the dates of the beginning and end of the
observation season. The absence of data in the table means, that due to less of
data in this season, it was impossible to determine exactly from light curve the
phases of the extremes.
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Fig. 6. Phase lights curves, obtained for di�erent seasons of observations. Bottom left

panel was obtained according to our observations, where points are selected contour

signi�cantly deviating from phase curve.

In Fig.7 is presented diagram of dependence the maximum and minimum
phases in time for di�erent seasons of observations. From this Figure is clearly
shown that in di�erent seasons of observations in the light curves the maximum
and minimum showing a signi�cant shift in phase. Shift value in phase of max-
imum or minimum points of light curve can reach up to before 0.7 R. With a
rotation period constancy, such shift may be due to migration of spots on the
surface by star longitude. Such a shift is well observed on separate phase light
curves, which are shown in Fig. 6.

From the examples of seasonal light curves given in Fig.6 it's seen, that in
the individual seasons of observations noticeably varied the rate of change of
the brightness. For estimate brightness gradient during the period (by phase) in
di�erent seasons, we have selected 10 most complete light curves, which simulta-
neously well is stands out phases the maximum and minimum. In Table 5 is giving
a list of selected groups, JD - dates of the middle of season, dϕ - phase di�erence
between phases of maximum and minimum, dm - di�erence of star magnitude,
respectively, in the phases of maximum and minimum and | dm/dϕ | - the module
of rate change of star magnitude between phases of the maximum and minimum.
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Fig. 7. The phase variability of maximum (light cycles) and minimum (dark points)

of the brightness in time. The time in JD on the abscissa axis corresponds to middle

time of the season (Table 4).

Table 5. Data by determining rate of change of the brightness in individual seasons

Season Middle date JD2400000+ ϕmin ϕmax dϕ dm |dm/dϕ|
1 45357 0.053 0.286 0.694 −0.33 0.48

2 46440 0.829 0.327 0.502 0.34 0.68

3 46738 0.289 0.961 0.672 0.2 0.30

4 47452 0.188 0.539 −0.351 0.24 0.68

5 47814 0.262 0.814 −0.552 0.35 0.63

6 48906 0.103 0.659 −0.555 0.25 0.45

7 49247 0.080 0.528 −0.447 0.2 0.45

8 52953 0.734 0.149 0.585 0.359 0.61

9 54806 0.418 0.891 −0.472 0.303 0.64

10 57896 0.318 0.973 −0.655 −0.268 0.41

On the data of Table 5 a graph of changes of magnitude |dm/dϕ| for di�erent
seasons is built, which is given in Fig.8. As seen from Fig.8 the gradient of the
stellar magnitude by phases changes approximately twice. Over range of time
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about 12539 days, we found two waves of the parameter change | dm/dϕ |. This
testi�es that, besides to the rapid day by day brightness changes, which are oc-
curred with the existence of spots on the surface, possibly, there is an additional
mechanism of variability with has more large characteristic time. The long time
activity cycles in young stars may be related either by presence of an additional
component in the system, or existing magnetic activity, alike the 11-year solar
cycle.

In Fig.9 is shown a phase light curves for di�erent seasons for three groups,
given in Table 5. As seen from Fig.9, in groups designed as mas7 and mas10,
the minimum and maximum of the light curve, di�er insigni�cantly, whereas the
group mas2 phases of the minimum and maximum, was shifted about 0.2P. Fig8.

Fig. 8. The time variability of the star magnitude gradient dm/dϕ, for di�erent sea-

sons.

Phase V - light curves for groups of mas2 (black dots), mas7 (circles) and mas10
(triangles) (see Table 3), where the groups numbers are corresponding to numbers,
given in the �rst column of Table 5.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

So, in the work,the results of analysis of the master light curve and photo-
metric speci�cations of the T Tauri type star DN Tau were given. It is shown,
that besides seasonal changes of the star brightness, with maximum amplitude of
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Fig. 9. Phase V - light curves for groups of mas2 (black dots), mas7 (circles) and

mas10 (triangles) (see Table 3), where the groups numbers are corresponding to

numbers, given in the �rst column of table 5.

0.5 mag to 1.0 mag, long time changes average annual values of brightness with a
characteristic time of ten years are observed. Diagrams of distribution of the star
brightness, carried out in di�erent photometric bands, show that asymmetry is
observed in the U and B bands, while, in the band V, distribution is symmetrical,
and in the R and I bands, the brightness �uctuations are negligibly. It testi�es
about observation of �are activity of the star in the U and B bands, what can be
explained by the presence of the accretion zone.

The analysis showed that the period of 6.3 days, previously determined by
di�erent methods,in separate seasons of observations is con�dently stand out.
However, the period values obtained in di�erent years di�er each from other by
several tenth days. Such di�erence of the period values, apparently is not an
error in period de�nition, but occurs as a result of real physical processes. Such
a change, for example, could occur, when spots are migrated on the surface of
the star by latitude, at di�erential rotation of the star's atmosphere, analogically
to solar. On the obtained period values in di�erent seasons, it is revealed that a
period is changing at least for 0.3 days (see tab.2 and 3). In literature, various
values of the rotation velocity v · sini of the star are given - from 12.3 km/s [23]
to 8.1 km/s [24] (see Table 2), and on the latest data [13] by spectropolarimetric
method was obtained 9 ± 1 km/s and for angle i = 35 ± 10◦. If we assume,
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that various values of the period are observed due to di�erential rotation in the
atmosphere and migration of spots by latitude, then at angle of inclination o the
axis 35◦ and in di�erence of periods by ∆ P = 0.6 days upper limit for di�erences
of rotation velocity relative to the equator would bee only 2 km/s.

It was shown, that phase light curve, for the period of 6.3 days show a sig-
ni�cant shift by separate seasons. Maximum shift in phases is about 0.7P. The
cause of such phase shifts can be occurred by appearing of star spots in di�erent
seasons, in various stellar longitudes.

We have obtained the following main conclusions: 1. It is shown that the
seasonal changes in the brightness of the star in the V-band are 0.5 -1.0 mag.
The annual average brightness values show a long-term cycle with a character-
istic time of about 25 years. The variability of the brightness of the star, with
various characteristic times is also observed, what indicated about existence of
di�erent mechanisms of brightness variation.

2. In the U and B bands, the brightness distribution has an asymmetrical
form due to �are activity and in the R and I bands, the brightness distribution
of the star in a large interval remains stable. It testi�es that the contribution of
the circumstellar disc of the star in change is insigni�cant and main variability
mechanism is associated with the stellar surface.

3. An analysis of the star's light curve by di�erent seasons allows to detecting
clearly the 6-day period of brightness variability, de�ned previously by other au-
thors. The distinction in the value of period for di�erent seasons on a few tenths
of days. For average value of the period by all seasons was obtained P = 6.231 ±
0.089 days.

4. It is shown that the value of period by di�erent seasons may di�er until
0.7 days. Besides, the phase shift of the maximum and minimum of seasonal
phase light curves is discovered. It was put forward assumption, that the reason
of change of period values 6.3 days in di�erent seasons may be the di�erential
rotation of photosphere and migration of spots by stellar latitude. The reason of
phase shift of the seasonal light curves may be migration of spots along of the
longitude.

5. It is shown that in seasonal phase light curves over a 6-day period, the rate
of brightness change from maximum to minimum and vice versa is changing from
season to season. Two limited values of brightness variation gradient by phase |
dm/dϕ | were obtained, about from 0.65 to 0.45. There is a long time cycle in
variations of this parameter.
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DN TAU ULDUZUNUN 
I�SIQ �YR
IS
IN
IN T�HL
IL
I

N. Z. 
Ismay�lov, S. �. Al��sov, N. 
I. G�ulmal�yev

N.Tusi ad�na �Samax� Astro�zika Rºsºdxanas�,

Azºrbaycan Milli Elmlºr Akademiyas�, �Samax� rayonu, Azºrbaycan

Klassik T Bu�ga tipli DN Tau ulduzunun 2016-2017-ci illºrdº �SAR-da

apar�lm��s BVR fotometrik m�u�sahidºlºrinin nºticºlºri verilmi�sdir. �Coxillik i�s�q

ºyrisinin tºhlili g�ostºrmi�sdir ki, V-zolaqda m�ovs�um ºrzindº dºyi�smºlºr 0.5m

-1.0m aral��g�nda ba�s verir. Parlaql��g�n orta illik qiymºtlºrii 25 illik uzunm�uddºtli

xarakterik vaxtla dºyi�sir. Parlaql��g�n m�uxtºlif m�ovs�umlºr �uzrº dºyi�smºsinin

tºhlili ayd�n �sºkildº ºvvºl digºr m�uºlli�ºr tºrº�ndºn tºyin edilmi�s 6-g�unl�uk

periodun oldu�gunu a�skar etmºyº imkan vermi�sdir. Periodun formal orta qiymºti

m�uxtºlif m�ovs�umlºrº g�orº Ð = 6.231±0.089 g�un al�nm��sd�r. G�ostºrilmi�sdir ki,

m�ovs�umi i�s�q ºyrilºrindº periodun qiymºti bir ne�cº onda bir sutka fºrqlºnir vº

periodun maksimum vº minimum fazalar� dºyi�sir. G�uman olunur ki, fazalar�n

m�u�sahidº olunan s�ur�u�smºlºri vº 6-g�unl�uk periodun qiymºtinin dºyi�smºsi lºkºlºrin

miqrasiyas� vº ulduz atmosferinin di�erensial f�rlanmas� nºticºsindº ba�s verº bilºr.

A�car s�ozlºr: Ulduzlar: ulduzºmºlºgºlmº � Ulduzlar: ba�s-ard�c�ll�q � Ulduzlar:

� fºrdi: � DN Tau ulduzu
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The interstellar lines and di�use bands in the spectrum of the supergiant

κCas were investigated on the basis of CCD�echelle�spectra with high reso-

lution. The synthetic spectrum with parametres Teff = 21500, log g=2.45,

υ sini = 83 km s−1, ξ = 15 km s−1 was calculated for detection of bands

against the background of the star spectrum. About 11 interstellar lines and

91 di�use bands were identi�ed. About 14 absorption details were additionally

detected which could be the di�use bands. The spectrophotometric parametres

of interstellar lines and di�use bands were de�ned with a good accuracy.

Atlases of the ranges of the observable and calculated spectra were presented,

where the interstellar di�use bands are located.

Keywords: ISM: lines and bands � ISM: molecules � stars: individual � κ Cas

1. INTRODUCTION

The �rst di�use interstellar bands (DIBs) were detected in the spectra ob-
tained in the Lick observatory in 1922 [4] . Their interstellar origin have soon
been established and tens others intensive DIBs were identi�ed by the classical
spectroscopy method. In the optical diapason of the spectrum, with the advent
of the CCD echelle spectrographs, more than 400 weak DIBs have been detected
and their central wave lengths were found [10]. It should be noted that up to now
neither of them is con�dently identi�ed also the nature of them is unknown. To
date, as possible carriers the DIB, are known some candidates (for the review see
[6, 19]): polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) [18]; C-chains [14]; fullerenes
(C60+) [1]. They are trying to �nd a correlations between equivalent width of

* E-mail: abid@sao.ru
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identi�ed DIBs in di�erent ranges of the spectrum for revealing of carriers and
physical conditions their formation. The correlation testi�es that various DIBs
and molecular lines arise in the associated physical regions of the di�use clouds
[13]. Finally considerable quantity of weak DIBs can lead to convincing identi�-
cations of various absorbers the DIBs [10]. But only in single instances the atlases
were drawn up and spectrophotometric parameters (Wλ, R0 = 1 − r0, FWHM)
of the identi�ed DIBs were de�ned with a good accuracy [3, 9, 10,12,20,24].

About 380 and 414 DIBs were accordingly identi�ed in the spectra of the
stars HD 204827 (EB−V = 1.11) and HD 183143 (EB−V = 1.27) in the spectral
diapason λ 3900�8100 Å [9,10]. The central wave lengths, FWHM and equivalent
width for all DIBs were de�ned. It is noticed that both an abundances of the big
molecules forming the DIBs and physical conditions in clouds located in the line
of these two stars considerably di�er [10]. All it testi�es that similar investiga-
tions need to carry out for many stars with di�erent degree of reddening. In this
study the interstellar lines (ISL) and DIBs were investigated in the spectrum of
the κCas B0.7 Ia supergiant (with moderate degree of the reddening E(B-V) =
0.33 [21]) on the basis of CCD-echelle spectra with the high spectral resolution
and the signal-to-noise relation S/N.

2. OBSERVATIONAL DATA AND THEIR REDUCTION

Spectroscopic observations were carried out with the 2-m Ritchey-Chretien-
Coude telescope at Peak Terskol Observatory during 11 nights from August 31
to October 7, 1999. In fours spectra were obtained within 3 nights, and in other
nights � in twos ones which were averaged for every night. The spectra had 87
orders, registered wavelength region λ 3550�10100Å and spectral resolution about
λ/∆λ = 45000 [17].

DIBs have been discovered in the wave length diapason about λ 4750�
7000Å. In the extremal ranges of this diapason the S/N relation is about
400 ≤ S/N ≤ 450 in the separate spectrum. The maximum value of this re-
lation is in spectrum range λ 5650Å and is about 500 ≤ S/N ≤ 600. In the total
spectrum the value is in the limits 700 ≤ S/N ≤ 1300. In separate spectra in the
ranges where there are the interstellar lines CaIλ 4226, CH+ λ 4232, CHλ 4300,
KIλ 7698 and CaIIλ 3933 the relation accordingly are 250≤ S/N ≤ 300 and
180≤ S/N ≤ 250.

We reduced the echelle spectrum by the standard method using DECH951)

software package. We measured the spectrophotometric parameter (Wλ, r0) and
radial velocity of the lines using the DECH20t1 software package. For wavelength

1) http://www.gazinur.com
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calibration in separate nights the spectra of the Sky, Moon and Procyon were
obtained. We used H2O and O2 telluric lines to set the zero point of the radial-
velocity scale. The rms error from the average for 60 telluric lines are not exceed
|0.1|±0.1 km s−1.

3. THE SPECTROPHOTOMETRIC PARAMETERS AND RADIAL

VELOCITIES OF THE IDENTIFIED LINES

If we compare ISLs and DIBs in coordinates r(λ) then we will observe dis-
placement between pro�les of the identical lines. This is due to the fact that
their radial velocities do not change with time but the heliocentric correction
of the radial velocity di�ers for di�erent dates of the observations. The correc-
tion value ∆V (i.e. ∆λ) varies based on wave lengths for di�erent region of the
spectrum (i.e. for di�erent ISLs and DIBs). When summing spectra these cor-
rections have been taken into account both for di�erent regions of the spectrum
and for di�erent dates of the observations. For reliability the radial velocities
and spectrophotometric parameters of the ISLs and DIBs were de�ned for each
spectrum separately and not over the total ones. Further the average value and
root-mean-square deviation from this average has been de�ned for each parametre
of line.

The radial velocity measurement of the ISLs was realized at half level of the
line intensity (FWHM) and the line core. In the previous case the obtained val-
ues of the radial velocity for di�erent lines (and for di�erent dates) well coincided
among themselves. The RMS deviation from the average was also much less than
in the second case. Therefore the radial velocities of the identi�ed DIBs were also
measured at FWHM level.

In the spectrum κCas the interstellar lines CaIλ 4226, CaII (K), NaI (D2, D1),
KIλ 7699, CH+ λ 4232 and CHλ 4300 have been investigated with the ultrahigh
resolution [2, 7, 8, 22, 23]. At least well divided three components are observed
at these lines. But in our case (λ/∆λ = 45000) these components merge to-
gether and demonstrate identical values of the radial velocity about −17.0± 0.5,
−17.2±1.5, −17.1±0.9, −16.6±0.8, −16.5±0.4, −16.9±0.9 km s−1 accordingly
for CaIIλ 3933, CaIλ 4226, CH+ λ 4232, CHλ 4300, NaI(D2, D1) and KIλ 7699
(Table 1). In�uence of the separate components on positional and spectropho-
tometric parameters of the line is not observed within measurements errors. In
our case 11 interstellar lines was detected in the spectrum κCas. The radial ve-
locities, Wλ, FWHM , R0 = 1− r0 of nine interstellar lines (without CaIλ 3968,
KIλ 7664) and accuracy of their de�nition are listed in the Table 1.

The synthetic spectrum with parametres Teff = 21500, log g=2.45,
υ sini = 83 km s−1, ξ = 15 km s−1 was calculated for the detection of the
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Table 1: Heliocentric radial velocities and spectrophotometric parametres of in-
terstellar lines in the spectrum κCas

Element λc Wλ FWHM R0 V

Å mÅ Å 1-r0 kms−1

CaII 3933.66 261.1± 4.2 0.324± 0.005 0.803± 0.006 −17.0± 0.5

CH+ 3957.71 10.6± 1.1 0.28± 0.03 0.036± 0.005 −17.1± 1.1

CaI 4226.73 7.8± 1.5 0.29± 0.03 0.029± 0.005 −17.2± 1.5

CH+ 4232.54 13.0± 1.6 0.31± 0.04 0.041± 0.003 −17.1± 0.9

CO+ 4250.40 3.6± 0.5 0.24± 0.04 0.015± 0.003 −17.1± 1.7

CH 4300.32 9.9± 1.5 0.26± 0.03 0.041± 0.002 −16.6± 0.8

NaI 5889.95 527.4± 2.6 0.523± 0.006 0.837± 0.006 −16.5± 0.4

NaI 5895.93 498.2± 2.3 0.505± 0.007 0.712± 0.004 −16.5± 0.4

KI 7698.97 88.0± 2.1 0.52± 0.02 0.167± 0.008 −16.9± 0.9

bands against the background of the star spectrum. The computation spectrum
well describes the observable stellar ones. The DIBs identi�cation was carried
out under the lists taken from studies [3, 9, 10, 12, 20, 24]. Strongly blended DIBs
(polluted) by stellar or telluric lines have not been examined by us.

Up to now the �nding of the central wave length for identi�ed DIBs remains a
challenging issue. In studies [3, 9, 10, 12, 20, 24] where similar identi�cations were
carried out, the di�erence between values of the central wave length reaches up
to 0.24Å even in case of well-known DIBs λ 5780, 5797 (see Table 2 in [10]).

One can see from Table 1 in our case the values of the radial velocity of all
interstellar lines are in the interval −17.2 ≤ V ≤ −16.5. We have assumed that
the radial velocities of the all identi�ed DIBs should also be in this diapason.
De�ned thus the radial velocities and corresponding central wave lengths of the
DIBs are listed in Table 2. If the wave length to within ±0.04Å (i.e. does not
exceed the error of the radial velocity measurement for weak DIBs) coincides with
that of above listed six studies then the superscript indicate the reference to this
work (Table 2, the �rst column). The index �o� is meant � our de�nition and the
wave length found by us di�ers from other works more than on ±0.04Å. Fig. 1
is shown the atlases of the ranges where the DIBs in the kCas spectrum were
identi�ed.
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Fig. 1: The atlas of the spectral ranges of the spectrum κCas where are observed
di�use interstellar bands. The dashed line � calculation spectrum. The elements
of the stellar lines are pointed. Vertical continuous and dotted arrows relative
point to the positions of the identi�ed and assumed bands, vertical dashed lines
�telluric lines.
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Fig. 1 (continued)
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The software package DECH20t allows one to de�ne equivalent width in the
various ways. If the line pro�le is complex it is possible to apply the method which
allows to construct the line pro�le manually. The examples of the manually con-
structed pro�les are shown in Fig. 1 (d, e) by bold lines. The spectrophotometric
parametres and their measurement errors of the identi�ed DIBs are presented in
the 2�4 columns of the Table 2. It should be noted that in�uence of the instru-
mental pro�le is slightly. In blue range of the spectrum where weak interstellar
lines CaI, CO+, CH are observed the FWHM value of the instrumental pro�le
does not exceed 0.09, and in red range - 0.14Å.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the spectrum κ Cas in the range λ 4750 - 6870 Å about 91 DIBs were
identi�ed by us. Their equivalent width, FWHM, the central depths and radial
velocities are de�ned. In the case of the strongest DIBs λ 5780, 6613 and 5797
the equivalent width were de�ned to within 4%. For 11 and 19 DIBs that have
the equivalent width accordingly are in the interval of 20.0 ≤ Wλ ≤ 70.0, and
9.0 ≤Wλ ≤ 18.0mÅ accuracy of de�nition are ≤ 10 and 14.0± 2.0%. For others
weak DIBs (2.0 ≤Wλ < 9.0mÅ) accuracy of de�nition is 20.0± 2%.

In the spectrum κCas the DIBs λ 5780, 5797 and 5849 were investigated
(Wλ are de�ned) in the study [5, 13], the radicals CH+ λ 4232 and CH λ 4300 �
[2, 11, 13], the interstellar line KIλ 6799 and the DIBλ 6613 � [21]. Comparison
of the data from the above mentioned studies with our data is shown that if the
parametres were de�ned on the basis of spectra with λ/∆λ ≥ 40000, S/N > 100

the di�erence of the values does not exceed 8%.
In [16] in spectra κCas (λ/∆λ = 60000, S/N≥500) six DIBs λ 5780, 5797,

5830, 6196, 6379, 6614 were investigated and the central depths were de�ned.
Coincidence of these values with ours very good. The di�erence of the values
does not exceed 2%. All it testi�es good accuracy of our measurements.

The radial velocities of the interstellar lines and DIBs were measured at the
level FWHM of their pro�les. The measurements have shown that in this case
the average value of the radial velocity for all interstellar lines (within of the mea-
surement errors) is obtained identical, and a root-mean-square deviation from an
average is minimum. Our measurements have shown that the radial velocities
of the interstellar lines are in the interval −17.2 ≤ V ≤ −16.5 km s−1 (Table 1).
The radial velocities of all the studied DIBs were measured by this principle and
their central wave lengths were de�ned. Thus the found values of the central wave
lengths are in good agreement with ones from other studies. For 33, 18, 8, 4, 2
and 4 DIBs these values correspondingly (with accuracy ±0.04mÅ) coincide with
the data from study [3,9,10,12,20,24]. In Table 2 these references are noted with
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Table 2: Heliocentric radial velocities and spectrophotometric parameters of dif-
fuse interstellar bands in the spectrumκCas. Indexes a, b, c, d, e, f accordingly
point to the studies [3, 9, 10,12,20,24], o - our de�nitions.

λc Wλ FWHM R0 V

Å mÅ Å 1− r0 km s−1

4762.62a 17.8± 2.5 1.51± 0.05 0.014± 0.002 −16.7± 1.5

4780.04c 19.6± 2.1 1.34± 0.04 0.015± 0.002 −16.8± 1.4

4947.38b 5.1± 0.9 0.57± 0.03 0.008± 0.001 −16.9± 1.7

4963.90c 9.8± 1.5 0.71± 0.02 0.013± 0.002 −16.5± 1.7

4984.73d 7.0± 1.4 0.62± 0.02 0.010± 0.001 −17.2± 1.8

5404.56b 21.3± 1.8 1.13± 0.03 0.018± 0.002 −17.0± 1.1

5418.87b 4.9± 1.0 0.74± 0.03 0.007± 0.001 −17.1± 2.1

5424.10b 9.5± 1.3 0.84± 0.03 0.012± 0.001 −17.0± 2.0

5487.70a 42.1± 4.3 2.97± 0.07 0.015± 0.002 −17.1± 1.6

5494.10c 9.4± 1.2 0.72± 0.03 0.013± 0.002 −16.5± 1.8

5508.35c 16.1± 2.5 1.34± 0.06 0.012± 0.002 −17.1± 1.5

5535.20b 3.1± 0.6 0.59± 0.05 0.006± 0.001 −17.2± 1.9

5544.96c 8.5± 1.3 0.67± 0.02 0.013± 0.001 −17.0± 1.2

5546.48a 2.6± 0.5 0.65± 0.03 0.005± 0.001 −17.1± 1.3

5560.03b 2.7± 0.5 0.51± 0.03 0.007± 0.001 −16.8± 1.1

5594.60b 5.9± 1.2 0.67± 0.03 0.010± 0.002 −16.9± 1.7

5600.76o 5.1± 1.0 0.62± 0.04 0.008± 0.001 −17.2± 1.8

5609.73c 8.2± 1.6 0.74± 0.06 0.011± 0.002 −16.7± 1.2

5705.08b 49.2± 4.6 2.45± 0.25 0.021± 0.001 −17.0± 2.0

5766.25a 10.2± 1.4 1.07± 0.07 0.010± 0.002 −17.0± 1.2

5772.61b 4.0± 0.8 0.58± 0.05 0.008± 0.001 −17.0± 1.2

5775.90b 3.7± 0.8 0.59± 0.05 0.007± 0.001 −17.1± 0.9

5780.55f 268.6± 8.7 2.00± 0.05 0.132± 0.003 −16.7± 0.8

5793.21b 3.1± 0.7 0.35± 0.06 0.008± 0.001 −16.8± 1.8

5795.62o 3.4± 0.7 0.60± 0.09 0.006± 0.001 −16.8± 2.1

5797.16o 70.8± 2.8 0.86± 0.03 0.081± 0.003 −16.8± 0.8

5809.22b 5.6± 0.9 1.07± 0.06 0.008± 0.001 −17.2± 2.1

5811.79o 5.3± 1.0 0.61± 0.04 0.008± 0.001 −17.0± 2.0

5821.28o 3.2± 0.7 0.59± 0.05 0.006± 0.001 −16.8± 1.5

5828.40d 4.4± 0.9 0.71± 0.06 0.006± 0.001 −16.8± 1.6

5842.76o 2.6± 0.6 0.35± 0.02 0.007± 0.001 −17.0± 0.8

5844.96a 5.1± 1.0 0.57± 0.03 0.009± 0.001 −16.7± 1.1

5849.88a 26.4± 2.2 1.01± 0.06 0.026± 0.002 −16.8± 0.8

5914.79b 6.6± 1.2 0.36± 0.03 0.018± 0.001 −17.1± 1.0

5996.08o 5.5± 1.1 0.62± 0.04 0.010± 0.001 −17.1± 1.3
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Table 2 (continued)

λc Wλ FWHM R0 V
Å mÅ Å 1-r0 km s−1

6065.36d 6.1± 1.2 0.47± 0.02 0.013± 0.001 −16.8± 0.9

6081.10a 5.9± 1.1 0.78± 0.05 0.008± 0.001 −17.2± 1.5

6089.99o 12.6± 1.2 0.61± 0.04 0.021± 0.001 −16.9± 1.1

6108.18a 5.2± 1.0 0.55± 0.05 0.010± 0.001 −16.6± 1.4

6113.29a 11.8± 1.8 0.77± 0.06 0.017± 0.002 −17.1± 1.0

6116.84a 7.9± 1.5 1.09± 0.07 0.008± 0.001 −16.6± 1.2

6140.04a 4.1± 0.9 0.50± 0.05 0.009± 0.001 −16.9± 1.6

6142.20a 5.3± 1.1 0.82± 0.03 0.007± 0.001 −17.2± 2.1

6159.52o 3.4± 0.6 0.59± 0.03 0.006± 0.001 −17.0± 1.5

6161.98a 6.3± 1.2 0.55± 0.04 0.011± 0.002 −16.5± 2.0

6189.55a 5.4± 1.1 0.38± 0.04 0.014± 0.001 −16.7± 1.2

6194.73c 1.9± 0.4 0.41± 0.06 0.006± 0.001 −17.1± 2.1

6196.09a 31.4± 1.4 0.54± 0.02 0.058± 0.002 −17.2± 1.1

6203.14a 50.1± 4.7 1.17± 0.07 0.044± 0.002 −17.0± 1.5

6204.54o 5.3± 1.0 0.59± 0.04 0.010± 0.001 −17.0± 2.1

6205.20a 2.7± 0.5 0.36± 0.05 0.008± 0.001 −16.9± 1.8

6211.80a 5.7± 1.0 0.51± 0.04 0.013± 0.002 −16.7± 1.6

6213.00a 8.7± 1.4 0.79± 0.03 0.011± 0.001 −16.7± 1.3

6223.61e 6.1± 1.1 0.69± 0.05 0.010± 0.001 −17.2± 1.6

6234.11a 10.7± 1.3 0.71± 0.04 0.015± 0.001 −16.5± 1.1

6244.46b 6.8± 1.3 0.67± 0.05 0.011± 0.001 −16.7± 2.1

6250.97b 9.1± 1.1 0.89± 0.07 0.011± 0.001 −16.9± 1.7

6269.85a 42.8± 4.1 1.02± 0.05 0.042± 0.002 −16.8± 1.5

6362.44a 5.6± 1.1 0.51± 0.03 0.011± 0.001 −16.6± 1.8

6367.41e 11.8± 1.8 0.52± 0.05 0.022± 0.002 −16.8± 1.4

6376.15o 21.1± 2.3 0.79± 0.04 0.027± 0.001 −16.9± 1.2

6379.39o 54.3± 1.1 0.67± 0.02 0.080± 0.002 −17.0± 0.8

6396.97f 14.9± 2.3 0.81± 0.03 0.018± 0.001 −17.0± 1.5

6410.20b 8.4± 1.3 0.79± 0.05 0.010± 0.001 −16.8± 2.0

6425.78a 8.3± 1.5 0.65± 0.06 0.012± 0.002 −16.9± 1.7

6438.28a 2.4± 0.5 0.43± 0.02 0.006± 0.001 −16.8± 2.1

6439.68o 4.6± 0.9 0.51± 0.03 0.010± 0.002 −17.0± 2.1

6445.41a 14.4± 2.1 0.53± 0.02 0.028± 0.002 −16.9± 1.8

6449.44o 5.1± 1.0 0.49± 0.02 0.011± 0.001 −17.1± 2.1

6456.02a 15.2± 2.1 0.87± 0.09 0.016± 0.001 −16.9± 1.8

6520.85o 17.1± 2.5 1.05± 0.05 0.017± 0.003 −16.7± 1.9

6613.72d 120.6± 5.4 0.99± 0.02 0.114± 0.002 −17.2± 0.8
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Table 2 (continued)

λc Wλ FWHM R0 V

Å mÅ Å 1− r0 km s−1

6622.92o 6.4± 1.2 0.55± 0.05 0.013± 0.002 −17.0± 1.2

6624.93a 7.2± 1.3 1.05± 0.05 0.008± 0.002 −16.8± 2.0

6632.76o 11.0± 1.9 1.13± 0.03 0.010± 0.001 −16.9± 1.1

6646.05a 5.8± 1.1 0.67± 0.04 0.010± 0.001 −17.0± 1.2

6660.82a 26.8± 2.8 0.75± 0.05 0.036± 0.001 −17.0± 1.1

6664.05a 3.7± 0.7 0.71± 0.07 0.007± 0.001 −16.9± 2.0

6672.27b 9.4± 1.5 0.68± 0.05 0.014± 0.002 −16.7± 1.9

6689.51o 10.5± 1.6 0.94± 0.07 0.011± 0.001 −17.0± 2.1

6699.36a 12.1± 1.9 0.86± 0.06 0.014± 0.002 −16.8± 1.8

6709.58o 3.2± 0.6 0.51± 0.04 0.007± 0.001 −17.0± 2.1

6747.80e 3.6± 0.8 0.49± 0.03 0.008± 0.001 −16.8± 2.0

6758.82o 4.4± 0.9 0.51± 0.03 0.010± 0.001 −17.1± 2.1

6770.21b 10.7± 1.6 1.08± 0.06 0.011± 0.001 −17.0± 1.7

6780.59o 3.8± 0.7 0.50± 0.05 0.009± 0.002 −17.2± 1.9

6801.54a 4.3± 0.8 0.46± 0.04 0.010± 0.001 −17.0± 1.8

6827.22e 3.2± 0.6 0.42± 0.04 0.008± 0.001 −17.2± 2.0

6841.66a 4.7± 0.9 0.53± 0.05 0.010± 0.001 −17.2± 1.8

6843.64a 15.2± 3.9 1.38± 0.03 0.013± 0.002 −17.0± 2.1

6860.02c 4.9± 0.9 0.94± 0.04 0.006± 0.001 −17.0± 2.3

may be DIBs
5411.95 3.9± 0.7 0.60± 0.03 0.006± 0.001 −17.0± 1.9

5552.58 4.3± 0.6 0.64± 0.04 0.007± 0.002 −17.2± 1.6

5556.27 3.7± 0.9 0.92± 0.06 0.005± 0.001 −16.9± 2.1

5581.98 4.9± 0.9 1.02± 0.04 0.006± 0.001 −16.6± 1.8

5777.01 3.1± 0.5 0.49± 0.05 0.006± 0.001 −17.1± 1.2

5794.86 3.4± 0.8 0.39± 0.03 0.009± 0.001 −17.1± 1.9

5804.25 3.2± 0.7 0.49± 0.04 0.008± 0.002 −16.9± 2.1

6125.58 3.5± 0.9 0.43± 0.05 0.008± 0.001 −16.9± 2.1

6273.12 2.3± 0.5 0.29± 0.02 0.007± 0.001 −16.9± 1.2

6396.19 4.0± 0.8 0.44± 0.03 0.011± 0.001 −17.1± 2.1

6424.31 4.1± 0.6 0.42± 0.04 0.010± 0.001 −17.0± 1.7

6716.61 2.6± 0.6 0.46± 0.05 0.007± 0.001 −16.9± 1.8

6798.12 3.4± 0.7 0.52± 0.03 0.007± 0.001 −17.0± 2.0

6837.81 3.2± 0.6 0.45± 0.04 0.008± 0.001 −17.2± 2.1
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corresponding indexes. For 22 DIBs the values of the central wave lengths de�ned
by us do not coincide with other authors.

In addition 14 absorption details are also identi�ed by us which may be dif-
fuse bands. They are presented in the bottom part of Table 2. These details are
present on all spectra, and are not stellar and telluric lines. For them the found
average values of the spectrophotometric parametres and also rms deviation from
them are in reasonable limits. We have also de�ned their central wave lengths by
measuring the radial velocities by above mentioned principle (Table 2). In Fig. 1
these absorption details are noted by dotted vertical arrows.
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κCAS ULDUZU 
IST
IQAM�T
IND�

ULDUZLARARASI M�UH
IT
IN �OYR�N
ILM�S
I

A. X. Rzayeva, V. V. Shimanskib

a X�ususi Astro�zika Rºsºdxanas�, Rusiya Elmlºr Akademiyas�,

Nijniy Arx�z, Rusiya

b Kazan Federal Universiteti, Kazan, Rusiya

Y�uksºk spektral ay�rdetmº g�ucl�u CCD�e�selle�spektrlºr ºsas�nda κCas

ifratnºhºng ulduzunun spektrindº ulduzlararas� xºtlºr vº di�uz zolaqlar tºdqiq

olunmu�sdur. Ulduzun spektri fonunda di�uz zolaqlar�n� ay�rd etmºk �u�c�un

Teff = 21500, log g=2.45, υ sini = 83 km s−1, ξ = 15 km s−1 parametrlºri

ºsas�nda nºzºri�sintetik spektr hesablanm��sd�r. 11 ulduzlararas� xºt vº 91 di�uz

zola�g� a�skar edilmi�sdir. �lavº 14 absorbsiya detallar� a�skar olunmu�sdur, ki

bunlar� da di�uz zolaqlar�na aid etmºk olar. Ulduzlararas� xºtlºr vº di�uz

zolaqlar�n�n spektrofotometrik parametrlºri y�uksºk dºqiqliklº tºyin olunmu�sdur.

Ulduzlararas� xºtlºrin vº di�uz zolaqlar�n�n spektrdº qeydº al�nan oblastlar�n�n

hºm nºzºri�sintetik, hºm dº m�u�sahidº spektrinin atlaslar� tºrtib edilib.

A�car s�ozlºr: Ulduzlararas� m�uhit: xºtlºr vº zolaqlar � Ulduzlararas� m�uhit:

molekullar, ulduzlar: fºrdi: κCas ulduzu
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